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Foreword

This Report contains the recommendations of the

Working Group on Extraterrestrial Resources (WGER)

for a program of research and development toward the

utilization of extraterrestrial resources in supporting and

enhancing the economy of manual lunar and planetary
missions.

The Working Group on Extratenestrial Resources is

composed of people from the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA), the U. S. Air Force, Office

of Engineers of the U. S. Army, the let Propulsion Lab-

oratory, and the Rand Corporation. I t was organized for

the following function:

"To evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of the

employment of extraterrestrial resources with

the objective of reducing depelldence of lunar

and planetary exploration on terrestrial sup-

plies; to advise cognizant agen4_ies on require-

ments pertinent to these objectives, and to

point out the implications affecting these goals."

The Chairman of the Working Group is Dr. E. A.

Steinhoff of the Rand Corporation, with Dr. J. B. Edson,

NASA, as Vice-Chairman, and Mr. S. H. Dole, Rand

Corporation, as Secretary. The Working Group is pres-

ently organized into the following subgroups with mem-

bership as shown:

Steering and Planning Committee

Dr. J. R. Edson, NASA Hq.-OART, Chairman

Mr. S. H. Dole, Rand Corporation, Secretary

Maj. T. C. Evans, NASA Hq.-OMS F'

Dr. M. Elmer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. V. E. Fryklund, NASA Hq.-OSS

Mr. J. J. Gangler, NASA Hq.-OART

Lt. Col. G. W. S. Johnson, Jet Propt lsion Laboratory

Dr. E. B. Konecci, NASA Hq.-OART

Dr. J. W. Salisbury, Air Force Cambridge Research
Laboratory

Dr. R. Speed, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. E. A. Steinhoff, Rand Corporatim

Subgroup on Environments and Resources

Dr. R. Speed, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Chairman

Mr. R. P. Bryson, NASA Hq.-OSS

Mr. J. Dornbach, NASA-Manned Si_acecraft Center

Dr. J. B. Edson, NASA Hq.-OART

Dr. M. Eimer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Dr. D. Gault, NASA-Ames Research Center

Mr. B. Hall, U. S. Army--Office of Chief of Engineers

Dr. F. Hoehndorf, Holloman Air Force Base

Dr. J. W. Salisbury, Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratory

Subgroup on Bioteclmology

Dr. E. B. Konecci, NASA Hq.-OART, Chairman

(No members; inactive)

Subgroup on Facilities Construction,

Operation, and Maintenance

Lt. Col. G. W. S. Johnson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Chairman

Mr. P. H. Bliss, Rand Corporation

Dr. M. Elmer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Maj. T. C. Evans, NASA Hq.-OMSF

Mr. J. J. Gangler, NASA Hq.-OART

Mr. R. Geye, NASA-Lewis Research Center

Mr. W. Gillespie, NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center

Mr. B. Hall, Army-Office of Chief of Engineers

Capt. R. D. Hensley, NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center

Dr. L D. Jaffe, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Mr. F. C. Littleton, NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center

Mr. D. R. Lord, NASA Hq.-OMSF

Mr. W. R. Peterson, U.S. Army

Mr. W. Robinson, NASA-Marshall Space Flight Center

Mr. E. L. Schriver, NASA-Marshall Space Flight
Center

Subgroup on Mining and Processing

Dr. J. W. Salisbury, Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratory, Chairman
Lt. Col. W. C. Athas, Air Force Office of Scientific

Research

Mr. F. M. Baumgardner, U.S. Army

Mr. P. H. Bliss, Rand Corporation

1st Lt. R. T. Dodd, Jr., Air Force Cambridge Research

Laboratory

Mr. J. J. Gangler, NASA Hq.-OART

Dr. R. McCutchan, NASA-Manned Spacecraft Center

Mr. H. M. Schurmeier, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

All subgroups have industrial participants who are not

listed because of their varying degree of participation.

In accordance with its function the Working Group

has prei)ared , as its first task, this Report of its prelim-

inary studies, recommendations, and conclusions.
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Recommendations for
Lltilization of Lunar Resources

I. INTRODUCTION

The purposes of this Report are:

a° To identify and describe the oi)portunities for early

use of lunar materials and environment in the sup-

port of lunar and other astronautic operations.

b, To recommend research that leads toward timely

exploration of those opportunities and which should
be initiated now.

C, To recommend advance techn:)logy work on those

processes and required developments for which ade-

quate operational boundary c:n_ditions have been

established, including the power supplies to operate
them.

We find that an aggressive program, based on our rec-

ommendations and implemented by lhe appropriate agen-

cies, can open the way to the economical achievement of

national leadership in lunar utilization in the time frame

of the 1970's. Significant work in some of these areas is

now going on with NASA and Department of Defense

support. We are confident that this work will provide a

sound base for the necessary additional effort.

We observe that a program of scientific and explora-

tory work on the Moon is the rational sequel to and

virtually implicit in the present national commitment to

manned lunar landing. We find, on the basis of our

studies, that the economy and effectiveness of such a

program will depend to a major degree upon effective

utilization of lunar materials for the :onstruction, supply,

and operation of the required bases. Skill in this use of

local resources could, as noted above, become the decid-

ing factor in any international contest for leadership in

lunar operations.

We also observe that, over the forseeable future, a

most promising use of lunar substance is in the manufac-

ture of rocket propellants, particularly of oxygen and

hydrogen, for astronautic vehicles in traffic between the

Earth, the Moon, and the planets. The advantage is due

to the low lunar escape velocity. This and other factors

make it likely, in our opinion, that the Moon will become

a permanent site of manned operations. From this con-

clusion follows the prospect for numerous other, long-

tenn requirements for use of lunar materials.

In Section III, Conclusions and Recommendations, are

listed the most important kinds of lunar materials, their

prospec'tive uses and sources, and the recommended re-

search regarding each.

Our studies have identified certain factors which are

of criti,"_al importance to the full and timely exploitation
of lunar resources. These are:

a. A,.'celerated investigations of the physics and chem-

islry of the lunar surface.

b. Study and development of suitable power sources
ard sinks.

c. Development of suitable methods and equipment

fo:c the extraction, processing, handling and storage
of lunar substances.

d. Development of methods, equipment, and vehicles

for lunar prospecting; that is, for locating useful
materials.

Brief discussions and suitable recommendations about

these areas are included in the following Sections. More

extensive discussions of many of these topics will be

found in the Reports of the subgroups which are in the

Appendixes.
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II. LUNAR BASE DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE

The exact course of lunar surface exploration and

exploitation cannot be predicted at present. However,

most probable missions will require support by lunar

surface facilities. Although the size, lifetime, and purpose

of these facilities will vary with the specific missions, all

must perform the fundamental functions of providing

shelter, life support, power, communications, and surface

mobility. An acceptable lunar base concept must capi-
talize on the similarities which are certain to exist among

various possible types of lunar facilities and yet retain

sufficient flexibility to accommodate many uncertainties
of mission and environment.

To meet the potential need it is anticipated that a

modular lunar base system will be developed. The sys-

tem will probably consist of a family of prefabricated
modules which can be assembled on the lunar surface

in a variety of arrays to support a wide range of missions.

The design must facilitate expansion of installations both

to increase capacity and to decrease dependence on

resupply from Earth. The demands of economy and oper-

ational effectiveness will require maximum practicable

use of lunar resources. This consideration must be given

early and continuing emphasis in the activities charted

in Fig. 1.

SUPPORTING RESEARCH

AND DATA ACQUISITION

BASE CONCEPT

STUDIES

SUBSYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

COMPONENT
DEVELOPMENT
AND TESTS

SUBSYSTEM EXPERIMENTS

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

TEST

cY6,l c,6,1 c,_, 1c, B_ cY6, cY_B/cY6, cY,o _Y,, cY,2ICY,3 ICY,,
[ FY6,I FY6_I FY66I FY6TI_Y_BI FY_BI FY'OI FY,, I FY72I FY,3I F*,, I

_/////////////_

L _///////////"//A
L _._S/////////////A

SUBSYSTEM PROTOTYPES

DESIGN AND FABRICATION

TEST

SYSTEM TESTS
(MULTIPLE SUBSYSTEMS)

PROCUREMENT OF
OPERATIONAL EQUIPMENT

FINAL DESIGN

FABRICATION

FINAL CHECKOUT

PACKING AND

DELIVERY

INSTALLATION OF LUNAR

BASE AND MAINTENANCE

7 _///////////¢,

.......

k _/////////////////'A
I

I I _///////.'_

MODULES FOR SIMPLE LUNAR INSTALLATIONS

SOPHISTICATED MODULES FOR ADVANCED INSTALLATIONS P-/')"/'2'71

Fig. 1. Possible schedule for lunar base development
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Figure 1 outlines the type of research and develop-

ment program necessary to provide a lunar base system

in a timely manner. The schedule covers two broad cate-

gories of lunar base equipment: flr:;t, the basic modules

required in all installations, including the simplest and

earliest; and second, more sophisticated modules needed

to supplement the basic equipment in later installations

having a high degree of independence of Earth logistics.

The point of importance illustrated by the schedule is

that time is short. Supporting research must begin in the
near future.

III. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Lunar Resources

Any hmar substance that can be _tilized economically

in base construction or interplanetary exploration is a

resource which must be exploited _t the earliest oppor-

tunity. There may be many such hmar substances of

which we have no knowledge, but there are certain

useful substances which are likely to be present. Chief

among these is water.

1. Water

Water is needed for life support, and as a general
reagent and catalyst. Electrolysis of water can provide

hydrogen and oxygen for rocket propellants, combustion

engine fuel and oxidizer, and fuel cell reagents. By pro-

viding a lunar refueling capability, which is the most

economical use of lunar water, the direct cost of many

astronautic operations may be r,_duced, lunar base

construction and interplanetary exploration can be
accelerated, and minimum-time traiectories can replace

minimum-energy Hohmann trajectories. The use of lunar

hydrogen and oxygen to power fuel cells and as general

reagents or catalysts will reduce th.; logistics burden of

a lunar base, as will the use of water and oxygen for

life support.

2. Oxygen

Oxygen may be the only economically available lunar

resource if water is not present in l?articularly favorable

locations or forms. If hydrogen is supplied from Earth,

oxygen can be utilized as outlined in Section A1.

Oxygen alone is, however, still needed for life support

and as a reagent.

3. Hydrogen

Hydrogen is clearly most useful where oxygen can be
supplied (see Section A1), but it also can be used as a

reagem or catalyst should a convenient source of hydro-

gen be found in lunar hydrocarbons. Hydrocarbons them-

selves would be of great advantage in the food synthesis

aspect of life support.

4. Soil

Soil, which includes both coarse and fine debris on the

lunar _,urface, will be needed in many phases of base

constrt_ction. In view of the typically great mass and

volume of base components, wherever the lunar surface

materials can be used to substitute for prefabricated ter-

restrial parts, a great logistical advantage will have been
attaine:t.

5. Recommendations

Recommendations for research are as follows:

1. A detailed systems analysis of the savings in time

and money gained from the utilization of various proba-

ble lunar resources, taking into account the several forms

in which these resources may be present.

2. A study of the most efficient manner in which lunar

resources may be utilized, aimed primarily at originating
new uses for lunar materials.

3
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B. Chemistry and Physics of Lunar Surface

Water, oxygen, and hydrogen are the substances of most

immediate concern in investigations of hmar resources.

Chief sources of lunar water appear to be hydrated sili-

cate minerals, and surface and pore ice. The partition of

water between these two forms and the uniformity of
distribution of water over the lunar surface and near-

surface is probably a function of the lunar thermal his-

tory. If fusion and tectonic activity have been common

in the Moon's history, it is likely that hydrated materials
are concentrated in zones of fracture and volcanic activ-

ity. In this case, much of the Moon's water will have
reached the surface, and some of it may have survived

as ice in shadowed zones, particularly at high latitudes.

If the Moon has remained a "cold" body, more uniform

distribution of water of hydration in hmar rocks might

be expected.

Present knowledge of the Moon's density and the

known composition of the Earth and meteorites strongly

indicate that oxygen is the most abundant element in

the Moon. Nearly all the oxygen is probably associated

with silicate radicals, though some oxygen is likely bound

with hydrogen as molecular water or as hydroxyl radi-

cals. Silicate rocks are probably uniformly distributed
over the lunar surface.

The most probable source of lunar hydrogen is water.

Hydrocarbons (primitive or from cometary impact) or

some volcanic gases (HC1, NH4, etc.) constitute possible

but less likely sources of lunar hydrogen.

Appendix A gives estimates of possible hmar concen-
trations and forms of these substances as well as for

metals and non-metals of possible early interest on the

Moon. Dust and broken rock constitute the most impor-

tant of the latter category. Large fragment sizes are

probably most abundant near fresh craters. It is not yet

certain where very fine material is concentrated on the

lunar surface, though topographic lows are the present

best guess. The widespread existence of lunar dust, how-

ever, seems clear.

Appendix A lists the parameters presently considered

to form the physical nature of the lunar surface. Values

for some parameters are fairly well known; other param-

eters are represented, however, by numbers which are of

limited application, as they are integrated over very

large areas of the Moon or the whole lunar surface and

so do not provide a true picture of the surface at specific

places. Factors which appear most vital to lunar surface

operations are (1) the effect of meteorite bombardment

on the lunar surface and the flux of meteorite secondaries,

(2) the surface geometry (relief and slopes) on the scale

of a spacecraft, (3) the electrostatic field at the surface,

(4) the dominant processes of erosion and deposition on

the Moon, and (5) the degree of internal activity on the
Moon.

Recommendations

Recommendations for research to further our knowl-

edge of the subject presented in this Section are grouped

in major categories, as follows:

1. Probe missions and early preparation of additional

experiments for measurements from spacecraft which will

make possible the better utilization of hmar materials.

2. Spectroscopic and photographic observations of the

Moon from Earth by balloon-borne (or ground-hased)

telescopes at all wavelengths.

8. Theoretical and laboratory studies of simulated

lunar materials and processes. Some examples are:

a. Studies in a simulated lunar environment on homo-

geneous and layered models of granulated materials

for their mechanical, thermal, electrodynamic, and

acoustic properties.

b. Further investigation of the physical and chemical

effects of impact on solid and granular material.

c. Equilibrium in pertinent petrological systems in

vacuum at high (1000°C) and low (0°C) tempera-

tures.

4. Studies of pertinent geological relations on Earth to

obtain a better understanding of lunar processes. Some

examples are:

a. Modes of evolution of juvenile water and other gases

on Earth.

b. Impact crater studies.

c. Radar studies of known Earth terrain to assist eval-

uation of lunar radar data.

C. Power Sources

Snbstantial power sources are required to construct a
lunar base, extract substances from lunar materials, and

to explore the lunar surface (see Appendixes B and C).
Power sources for these various functions can be divided

into two basic types: stationary and mobile. Several sta-

tionary power plants are required for the general oper-
ation of a manned base; mobile power sources are

required for vehicles and portable life-support systems.

4
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It has been concluded from severa} independent studies

that nuclear power plants are the most suitable for large

permanent stationary energy source';. Fuel cells, batteries,

and turbines would probably be the most satisfactory

power sources for mobile applications. For emergency

back-up and auxiliary power souree_, solar energy should

be considered. Solar furnaces, sokr cells, and thermo-

electric solar devices are examples ot solar power sources.

Recommendations

Recommendations for immediate research and develop-
ment are as follows:

1. Initiate development and testir g of a nuclear power

plant to serve as the basic energy r,'servoir for construc-

tion and operation of a lunar base. This stationary, plant

would also supply energy to a surface vehicle for explora-

tion. This power plant should be designed to obtain

maximum extractable energy within a weight limitation
of 25,000 pounds. It should be a s, df-contained module

capable of being launched on a Saturn 5 booster and
landed on the Moon as a unit fro:n which a man can

receive power by merely connecting; a power line. (Pres-

ent and planned reactors, such as the SNAP-8, are not

suitable for operation in the lunal environment where

temperatures vary from - 240 to + 250°F.)

2. Initiate system development a_d testing of propul-

sion power sources for a manned lunar-surface traversing

vehicle. Several approaches should be undertaken con-

currently and component development should be accel-

erated (fuel cells, rotating machii_ery, batteries, solar
collectors, and generators).

:3. Initiate studies of a second, larger nuclear power

source of several megawatts. This will be required at a

later date to process large quantiti{.s of hmar materials.

4. Develop heat-rejection devices for hmar power sy,s-

tems. In the absence of an atmosphere, the use of space
radiators or the Moon itself as a hea: sink will have to be

considered as possible ways to dissipate waste heat. It is

therefore recommended that this problem be emphasized
in any development of power sourc,'s.

D. Base Construction and Surface Transportation

There are problems concerned with the construction of

a manned hmar base and surface _ransportation which

can be solved with laboratory rest'arch and analytical

studies here on the Earth. (See Appendix B.)

Recommendations

Recommendations for research and development are as
follow _:

1. Initiate analysis of the base design and constn_ction

procedures as they concern hmar surface naodification.

This a;mlysis should include definition of required equip-

mont. Specific items to include in this study are:

a. Use of explosives.

b. Excavation, transportation, and placement of mate-

rials by mechanical means.

c. Processing surface and excavated materials.

d. Foundation and surface preparation.

e. Stabilization procedures.

f. Construction planning.

2. S,_lect and test materials to build a manned snrface-

traversing vehicle. Materials to consider are metals, plas-

tics, shielding materials, seals, bearing materials, and
lubric_mts.

:3. Develop accessory subsystems for a manned surface-

traversing vehicle: life-support packages; television and

communication packages; manipulators.

The recommendations in the following list are consid-

ered necessary, but development could possibly be de-

ferred until the foregoing items arc well under way.

1. Develop lightweight, compact drilling and core-

boring equipment. Such e(tuipment may, be used for

seientitlc investigations and as a tool in constructing a

permanent base.

2. Develop an antenna e(mc('pt for use on the lunar
surf act.

:3. Develop hoth portable and fixed equipment for
identification of lunar materials.

4. Develop and test a prototype manned surface-

traversing vehicle.

5. Formulate base and equipment maintenance con-

cepts.

6. Coordinate research of soil mechanics problems.

E. Mining and Processing

Utilization of hmar resources will require the mining

and processing of surface or subsurface materials. In view

5
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of the uncertainties concerning form and mode of occur-

rence of useful materials, final designs for equipment can

obviously not be arrived at. Several broad areas of re-
search are recommended, however, to provide the nec-

essary foundation for equipment development when the

physics and chemistry of the Moon are better known.

(Specific problem areas are delineated in Appendix C.)

Recommendations

Recommendations for research and development are

as follows:

1. Investigate lunar excavation techniques, giving em-

phasis to possibly unique lunar possibilities.

2. Study practicability of all possible resource extrac-

tion techniques and the relation of each to power sources,

including:

a. Low-weight, high-reliability electrolysis and lique-

faction equipment.

b. Thermal dissociation processes.

8. Investigate physical chemistry of oxygen reduction,

dehydration, and ice-melting in the lunar environment.

4. Study the effect of the lunar environment on the

physical properties of probable lunar surface materials.

6
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APPENDIX A

REPORT OF THE SUBGROUP ON ENVIRONMENT

AND RESOURCES

R. C. SPEED, CHAIRMAN

MEMBERS OF THE SUBGROUP

R. P. Bryson

J. Dornbach

J. B. Edson

M. Elmer

D. Cault

B. Hall

F. Hoehndorf

J. W. Salisbury
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to the

Working Group on Extraterrestri_l Resources

February 1963
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Preface

This Report is submitted in respo_lse to a request for

recommendations regarding the research that should be

undertaken immediately to later enaLle men oll the lunar

surface to utilize natural resources, thus reducing their

dependence on Earth supplies.

The subgroup held a meeting on I_iovember 1, 1962, to

organize their efforts and exchange irfformation. This was

followed by a second meeting on Janttary 17 and 18, 1963,

to integrate the various recommendations into one Report

which was agreed to unanimously by all members of the

subgroup.

The subgroup was organized into panels of two or three

people each at the first meeting, and this Report contains

their consolidated recommendations and a compilation of

results from the various panels. A lunar base concept was

considered necessary to provide guidance to the other

panels. However, because of the con('urrent efforts of the

panels, the base concept was unable t ) influence the other

panels to the degree desired.

Surface transportation and both mobile and stationary

power systems have been considered by the subgroup

because they are an integral part of a)ay lunar exploration

concept and their designs are inflnerced by the process-

ing and utilization of lunar resources,

The following excerpt from the mir4utes of the first sub-

group meeting provide an understanding of the responsi-

bilities of each panel:

1. The Requirements and Uses

The intent here is to examine possible functions of a

permanent lunar base and determine its general charac-

ter, its size, and the number of base:; required. This can

also be considered as an over-all mission integration

study. It is thought that this portiol_ of the work must

precede the activity of the other members of the sub-

group, because they need this type oi guidance, or goals,

to determine power requirements, and so forth. The three

members of the subgroup responsible for this activity are

D. R. Lord, G. W. S. Johnson, and W. Gillespie.

2. Construction Techniques and Equ:pment

This includes the development of load-carrying vehi-

cles and digging and construction equipment necessary

for making mortar from hmar soil. The subgroup mem-

bers re,,ponsible for this area of activity are B. M. Hall

and J. J. Gangler.

3. Operational Support

This includes the support activities necessary to keep

the base operational, such as the power plant, the storage

of fuel, the operation of a facility to obtain water, the
mainter,ance of the houses or shelters, and the mainte-

nance cf all support equipm('nt. The subgroup members

respons ible for this activity are R. Geye and R. D. Hensley.

4. Miss ion Equipment

This includes the operation of such equipment as tele-

scopes, computer centers, tram'king, communications. This

group will determine their size and complexity, and the

protection required from the environment, with emphasis

on special features which would affect the construction

of the l,ase. The subgroup members responsible for this

activity are M. Eimer and VV. R. Peterson.

5. Surface and Flying Vehicles

This group will examine the various means of trans-

portation on the lunar surface, including the type of

vehicle and its power plant. Special construction equip-

ment is excluded. The subgroup members responsible for

this activity are P. H. Bliss and L. D. Jaffe.

Included in the initial request for this Report was a

requirement for a list of pc'ople or organizations con-

dncting research applicable to this subgroup. An attempt

has been made herein to comply where applicable by

includir, g such information at the end of each panel's

Report.

The !:ollowing is a list of st,bgroup members. Only

those who were present at the first meeting worked on the

panels. However, ahnost all members participated in the
deliber_)tions at the second meeting where the recom-
mendations were finalized.

Subgroup Members

Dr. P. H. Bliss, Rand Corporation

Dr. M. Eimer, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Maj. 'r. C. Evans, NASA Hq.
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SUBGROUP

Mr. J. J. Gangler, NASA Hq.

Mr. R. Geye, Lewis Research Center

Mr. W. Gillespie, Manned Spacecraft Center

Mr. B. M. Hall, U.S. Army

Capt. R. D. Hensley, Marshall Space Flight Center

Dr. L. D. Jaffe, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

MEMBERS (Cont'd)

Lt. Col. G. W. S. Johnson, Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Mr. F. C. Littleton, Manned Spacecraft Center

Mr. D. R. Lord, NASA Hq.

Mr. W. R. Peterson, U.S. Army

Mr. W. Robinson, Marshall Space Flight Center

Mr. E. L. Schriver, Marshall Space Flight Center
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Research Recommendations

It is recommended that the fo[owing research be

undertaken immediately to support a manned lunar base.

The list is arranged in order of priority.

1. Initiate development and testing of a nuclear power

plant to serve as the basic energy reservoir for construc-

tion and operation of a lunar base. This stationary plant

would also supply energy to a surfa_e vehicle for explo-

ration. This power plant should be designed to obtain

maximum power within a weight linlitation of 25,000 lb.

It should be a self-contained module capable of being
lanched on a Saturn 5 booster and landed on the Moon

as a unit which a man can start up and receive power

from by merely connecting a line to it.

2. Initiate system development and testing of propul-

sion power sources for a manned lunar-surface traversing
vehicle. Several approaches should be undertaken con-

currently. Component development should be accelerated

(fuel cells, rotating machinery, batteries, solar collectors

and generators).

3. Determine design and constru,_tion procedures as

they concern lunar surface modification. This analysis

should include definition of required equipment. Specific

items to include in this study are:

a. Use of explosives.

b. Excavation, transportation, and placement of mate-

rials by mechanical means.

c. Processing surface and excavated materials.

d. Foundation and surface prepar_:tion.

e. Stabilization procedures.

f. Construction planning.

4. Develop accessory subsystems for a manned surface-

traversiag vehicle: life-support packages; television and

communication packages; manipulators.

5. Selection and testing of materials to build a manned

surface-traversing vehicle: metals, plastics, shielding ma-

terials, :seals, bearing materials, and lubricants.

The iecommendations in the following list are consid-

ered necessary, but development could possibly be de-

ferred until the foregoing items are well under way.

This list is not arranged in order of priority.

1. Develop lightweight and compact drilling and core-

boring equipment. Such equipment may be used for

scientific investigations and as a tool in constructing a

permanent base.

2. Develop an antenna concept for use on the lunar
surface.

8. D_welop both portable and fixed equipment for
identification of lunar materials.

4. Develop and test a prototype manned surface-
traversi:ag vehicle.

5. Formulate base and equipment maintenance con-

cepts.

6. Ccordinate research of soil mechanics problems.
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G. W. S. Johnson
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W. Gillespie

January 18,1963
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Concept of a Permanent Lunar Base

A permanent lunar base is a logical follow-on to a

temporary base which is transported to the Moon as a

module on the lunar logistics vehicle. A permanent base
would utilize lunar material to the maximum extent pos-

sible to decrease the dependence on logistical supplies

from Earth. This means that in choosing a site for a per-

manent base the mineral supply or possibility of obtain-

ing water should be given very serious consideration.

Since some development items require many years to

produce a usable device, the base concept or plan must
be finalized as soon as possible. If required information is

delayed, the base build-up will be postponed correspond-

ingly. Therefore, there is an urgent need for information
about the lunar surface. Lunar photographic orbiters and

unmanned soft-landed spacecraft capable of returning a

soil sample to Earth should be undertaken immediately.

The present lack of definitive knowledge of the lunar

surface composition, texture, and topography precludes
the formulation at this time of specific base concepts.

An exploration program for manned landings subsequent

to the first landing has not been formulated. The lack of

such a plan also inhibits the formulation of specific base

concepts. It is anticipated that a detailed exploration

program can be agreed upon as soon as more knowledge
is obtained about the lunar surface from the unmanned

lunar programs: Ranger and Surveyor.

Any lunar base concept stipulated at this time must be

adaptable to as varied a surface condition as possible.

Present assumptions about the lunar surface may be

completely erroneous. In addition, there are other re-

straints caused by trajectory and booster size considera-
tions that influence the concept of a lunar base. The

tendency will be for the first landing sites of unmanned

spacecraft to become the sites for manned landings and
for the same sites to later become lunar bases whether

best suited or not. Therefore, one of the constraints in

choosing the initial landing sites for unmanned spacecraft

should be their possible abundance in natural resources.

The present manned and unmanned lunar program will
have a direct influence upon the design of a lunar base.

Possible landing areas using presently programmed

Apollo equipment are restricted by many trajectory and
rendezvous considerations. However, intentions are that

future lunar-landing spacecraft will have more flexibility,

permitting landings at any point on the lunar surface.

Conservative planning dictates that such improvements

not be mandatory for the establishment of an early base.

Thus, the early base site will most likely be located in
the area where manned landings occur under the Apollo

program. The available area is roughly bounded by

10 deg north latitude and 10 deg south latitude on the
visible face of the Moon. The longitude limits are approx-

imately 45 deg west and 80 deg east.

It is assumed that the temporary base will be continu-

ously occupied while the permanent base is being con-
structed. It is also assumed that the permanent base

would be located adjacent to the temporary base. There-

fore, it is important that the prime consideration for

location of a temporary base be availability of resources

for a permanent base. An examination of the aforemen-

tioned large available landing area indicates that it

includes a sufficient variety of lunar topography to assume

that a desirable site for a permanent base will probably
be available.

Thus, the most probable area in which a permanent

base would be constructed will be subiected to the maxi-

mum extremes of diurnal temperature variation. This is

an important design parameter that is compounded by

the rapid rate of cooling or heating that occurs on the

lunar surface.

Present knowledge of the lunar environment suggests

that a permanent base should be underground. Such a de-

sign would economically provide protection from micro-
meteoroids, solar radiation, and extreme temperature

changes. However, surface conditions may make it im-

possible, or very expensive, to construct such a base.

Therefore, present concepts must be flexible enough to

construct a permanent base either underground or on
the surface.

One of the major considerations for any base either

above or below ground is its power source. Studies have

concluded that a nuclear power plant transported from

Earth as a unit is the most desirable. Since the power

requirements continually increase as more ambitious

projects are undertaken, the size cannot be determined

by stating "requirements." The size will be limited by the

weight of the power unit. Thus, the measure of efllciency

will be kilowatts per pound of weight. Present and fore-
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seeable boosters will limit the weig]lt of the power unit

to approximately 25,000 lb.

Solar power has been suggested, but because of the

long nights--14 Earth days--it does not appear satisfac-

tory as the main source of power. It inay have application

in an emergency or on a mobile vehicle. Solar cells have

also been considered but because of the high power

requirements and long duration, th,:_,y do not appear as

satisfactory as a nuclear power plant. Other possibilities

have also been ruled out on the sam,_,• arguments.

A logical progression of lunar base development is

already becoming apparent. First, bvo men will land at

a preselected site and explore the surface in the imme-

diate vicinity for a few hours before returning to Earth.

Special supplies may have already bcen landed at the site

to aid the men in their tasks. Sever.d months later, two

more men will land at the same rite, if supplies are
already there, and these men will live in the Lunar

Excursion Module (LEM) for approximately a week while

they perform various tasks to enhance their probability
of survival and to obtain more information about the

lunar surface. If a power supply _nd Lunar Logistics

Vehicle (LLV) are already at the site, the men may live

in the LLV instead of the LEM. It is presumed that the

LLV is more spacious than the LEM, and can be de-

signed to provide some shielding from solar radiation.

The factor limiting the stay time will be the endurance

ability of the man remaining in lun_,r orbit in the Com-

mand Module. It is assumed at present that one week

will be about the limit of his endura_lce. Using the same

site as the original landing party seems logical in order

to use old supplies or equipment and perhaps use parts
of old spacecraft to enhance survival

Several months later, if previous missions provide
sufficient confidence, two men will remain on the lunar

surface for several weeks, while the man in the Command

Module returns to Earth. Later anot!_er man will be put
into a lunar orbit in a Command Module from which he

can retrieve the two men in the LEM. It will not be until

this extended stay time that serious consideration will be

given to initiating any activity leading to a permanent

base constructed from lunar materi_ls. Thus, there will

only be two men available to undert tke the early activi-

ties associated with construction of a permanent base.
Because of the dangerous environmeHt, the functions the

men perform while exposed only in lunar suits must be
held to a minimum.

By this time the men should be provided with some

type of surface transportation vehicle transported to the

Moon _n an LLV. Such a vehicle should be compatible

with the stationary base power supply so that it can be

recharged within a reasonable time period. Mechanical

manipt:_lators will enable the men to perform many simple

tasks v_ithout exposing themselves to the environment in

a lunar suit. The initial vehicle should provide at least a

25-mi radius of action from the stationary power source.

Assuming highly successful missions through the fore-

going extended stay time, the subsequent objective will

be to perform two or three similar missions that overlap
so that at least four men will be on the Moon at all times.

These men could then devote considerable time to con-

struction of a permanent base. Since their number is

small, ,:onstruction equipment will have to be highly
automated. The cost of transporting men to the Moon and

supplying them with the necessities of life is obviously
so enormous that a special construction crew does not

appear to be justifiable.

The main responsibility of the astronauts in the tempo-

rary base will be to operate the life-support and scientific

equipment and perform surface exploration. Because of

the high cost of transportation to the Moon, the number

of astronauts will be small, and very elaborate training
efforts are justified to cross-train each man in several

disciplines. They will have to operate communications

equipment and provide assistance during landing and

departure of fellow astronauts. In addition, they will have

to set up and operate the special construction equipment

to process materials and build a permanent base.

The permanent construction will, therefore, proceed

slowly until the base becomes somewhat self-sustaining
and capable of supporting additional men. The perma-

nent construction may progress more rapidly if the cost

of transporting supplies and equipment to the Moon is

greatly reduced--a possibility when nuclear upper stages
or a N_va booster becomes available. If it turns out, as

many StLSpect, that rocket fuel can be obtained from lunar

resources, the Moon then becomes an attractive place

from which to launch interplanetary expeditions. Then

the cost of the build-up of a hmar base could easily be
justified and its rate of build-up would be much more

rapid titan depicted above, tlowever, there are so many

uncertainties at this time associated with possible func-

tions of a lunar base and the possibility of utilizing the

lunar resources that a more conservative approach is war-

ranted tor present planning.
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When considering the problems associated with con-

struction of a permanent base, it appears obvious that not

more than one such base can be justified at this time.

Certain restraints already described limit its location.

Therefore, it must be assumed that surface exploration

parties will radiate from the base. The extent of their

travels will be limited by their power supply and life-

support equipment. Perhaps a simple portable power

supply can be developed to permit recycling and process-

ing of oxygen and water to extend the radius of the

surface expedition. The possibility of prepositioning

caches of supplies from lunar-orbiting spacecraft may be

considered as a possib]e method of extending the range

of the surface exploration party. If rocket fuel can be

obtained from natural resources, manned flying vehicles

using rocket engines may be a possibility for transpor-

tation between points on the lunar surface. Another pos-

sibility for trips of several hundred miles is to land

another LEM at a preselected site where exploration is
desired.

Since men will probably be existing on the Moon con-

tinuously before a permanent base is constructed from
lunar resources, the functions of a permanent base must

be examined. These can be listed as follows:

1. Provide the men more adequate protection from

solar radiation, mierometeoroids, and extremes of

temperature.

. Increase the mission capabilities of the base--ve-

hicle maintenance garage, fuel storage, additional

life-support equipment so more men can exist and

operate scientific equipment, communication equip-
ment, and computers in conjunction with research

laboratories.

As presently visualized the permanent base should be

constructed in a design which could be continually

expanded as the early portions are completed and occu-

pied. The early modules should provide increased life-

support capability and additional laboratory space. One

of the early modules of a permanent base should be

designed to be utilized as a maintenance garage for the

construction equipment and special lunar surface vehi-

cles. It will also inherently serve the functions of provid-

ing increased protection fiom solar radiation. Thus, a

large volume and large entrance and airlock are required.

The men should have a "shirt sleeve" environment in

which to perform maintenance. This means that an

integral part of the first portion of the permanent base

must be devoted to life-support equipment (air purifi-

cation and power). The internal size of this first portion

is estimated to require a volume in the order of 80 feet

wide by 50 feet long and 15 feet high. The cross-sectional

area may be circular in shape, if sufficient floor space

is provided.

As the permanent base is expanded, another module
should be devoted to operation of equipment used to

process lunar material. Processing equipment to obtain
water would have the highest priority, but other processes

may be feasible and desirable; i.e., obtaining oxygen from
silicon oxides. The actual processing plant may be at a

remote location where ore-bearing soil is abundant. The

volume requirements of the facilities necessary for this

activity are difficult to estimate at this time because both

the processes and equipment are unknown. However, if

a rough approximation must be made for other planning

purposes, the volume can be estimated to equal the

volume required for the maintenance activity. Under this

concept, each cavity or module of the permanent base
would be the same size.

When the early portions of a permanent base are com-

pleted, the base will be continually expanded to provide

additional capabilities, the extension consisting of addi-
tional modules which could be used to house more per-

sonnel and equipment. Suggested uses for additional

modules are hydroponic farming, computational center,

tracking center, living quarters, laboratory. Other uses

will become apparent in the future.

In summary, a single permanent base is visualized
located near the lunar equator on the visible face of the

Moon. The permanent base may be underground and

powered with nuclear power and consist of a series of
connected cavities or modules constructed one at a time

and each occupied as soon as completed. The first module
would be used as a maintenance facility for construction

equipment and lunar surface vehicles. Subsequent mod-
ules would contain more life-support equipment and

processing equipment as well as living quarters. Lunar

exploration will be carried out with a manned surface

vehicle performing sorties in various directions from the

permanent base.
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Construction Techniques and Equipment

h INTRODUCTION

The following project treatment is controlled in scope

by the concept outlined in the subgroup letter-directive

dated January 3, 1963. Stated briefly, the thought is
directed toward surface modification and materials uti-

lization. Techniques and equipment for construction or

erection of structures and support facilities are not
included.

II. DISCUSSION

In consideration of each identified element of extra-

terrestrial construction, a decision must be made as to

priority of the several elements of the construction task.

This is a necessary and controlling factor in establishing

priority for the research and development which pre-

cedes. Specifically, as applied to this project, an early

commencement of investigation is indicated. Reasons for

this early initiation are:

1. In any base construction program, terrestrial or
extraterrestrial, the ability to loosen, handle, reshape

and replace surface materials is an essential and

basic element of a construction capability. These are

capabilities of initial concern in developing design
of structures and in determining the requisite capa-

bilities of construction equipment.

2. A prime factor in the logistics problem is the use of

indigenous materials in construction to the maxi-

mum practical extent. Knowing how they will be

utilized and by what equipment techniques is a

prerequisite in any logistics plan.

Development of a capability for excavation and surface
modification rests on a comprehensive development of

soil mechanics relative to extraterrestrial materials in an

alien environment. During early lunar or planetary occu-

pancy this capability will not necessarily be on the full

range of materials that can be conceivably encountered
on the exotic surface. However, a concept for design and

methods of construction for all conceivable conditions is

necessary to assure that site selection will not be con-

trolled by excavation and surface modification restrictions

any more than is realistically necessary.

III. DEVELOPMENT

A. Planetary Models

Of primary interest is a continued effort to apply all
known surface facts and factors to the development of a

lunar or planetary "model." These models should be spe-

cifically constructed to reflect physical condition effective
in construction where soil mechanics are a factor. Some

of this work, as concerns the lunar surface, is presently in

progress. Armour Research Foundation, the Jet Propul-
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sion Laboratory, Hughes Aircraft Company, General

Motors Corporation (the latter two under Jet Propulsion

Laboratory contracts), and Space :_ciences Laboratory,

North American Aviation, under contract to NASA, are

investigating basic soil properties. _I'o be determined are

internal strengths, bearing strengths, penetration resist-

ance, compressibility, shear strength, angle of repose,

internal friction, apparent cohesi(.n, and stress-strain

behavior. Compound soil properties will be developed

relative to excavation and drilling resistance, work of

removal, tunneling problems and others. It is important
that these efforts be continued and the derived informa-

tion be utilized in preparing a continuously up-dated

model for use in projects where indigenous materials are

to be utilized. Further, soil mechanics models should be

prepared for each of the planets considered as soon as

meaningful information is obtained A study should be
instituted which would consider all the available data on

each planetary site and should list _tll requisite data not

on hand. Efforts should be made to include this require-

ment in the planetary probes as they become available.

B. Design Methods

1. Objectives

a. To study procedures for the design of lunar excava-
tion and surface modification.

b. To provide complete engineering information and

investigational program guidance for the design of extra-
terrestrial surface modification.

2. Program

Each of the generalized concept_ for extraterrestrial

facilities will be reviewed carefully t,_ identify applicable

elements of soils design in surface m:_dification. The pro-
cedures for terrestrial design of a sir, lilar element will be

reviewed, and controlling assumptions in the theoretical

and empirical procedures will be identified and compared

to conditions anticipated at specific l.cations on the hmar

or planetary surface. Need for laboratory and field testing
to evaluate effects of the alien materials and alien envi-

ronment will be defined. When necessary, new theoretical

and empirical design methods will be developed.

As interim design procedures become available, ex-

ample designs will be developed. This information will

then be available for estimating quantities for structural

design of buried structures and for construction oper-

ations. Design of the most likely facilities will be devel-

oped into computer programs. This will permit studying

of all variables and identifying those most significant for

assured construction. The results will be used in identify-

ing ne,_ded information to be obtained from lunar and

planet,ry probes and early manned landings.

Methods for validating design procedures will be

establi:;hed. Adequacy of critical design will be demon-
strated first in environmental chambers and then on the

hmar c r planetary surface.

The presently identifiable elements of design are:

a. Slability of the existing surface with respect to slope

angle.

b. Resistance of unmodified surface to penetration.

c. Lmits of surface modification that can be made to

the hmar or planetary surface without loss of

stability.

d. E:{ort required to excavate.

e. Lateral pressures developed on buried structures.

f. D,:'pth of cover over buried structures required to

support live loads during construction and operation.

g. Sorting or processing surface and fill material to

provide satisfactory surface smoothness or fill sta-
bilization.

Trafflcability parameters, especially related to trac-
tion and smoothness.

Surface stabilization techniques to improve efficiency

of equipment and/or men. This will include compac-

tion, control of gradation of materials, and chemicals

or other stabilization procedures as required.

h.

i.

C. Construction Operations

1. Objective

To t_,rovide construction procedures and equipment

design parameters for accomplishing excavation and sur-

face modification on lunar and planetary surfaces.

2. Program

This operation can be conceived as supplementing and

applying design concepts in field application. To meet

this obiective, it will be necessary to subdivide these

operations into a coherent series of tasks which cover all
elemenls of extraterrestrial construction. These tasks are:

(a) explosives; (b) excavation, transportation, and place-

ment of materials; (c) processing surface and excavated

materials; (d) foundation and surface preparation; (e) sta-

bilization procedures; and (f) construction planning.
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The construction subprojects will be carefully reviewed

to identify individual elements of construction methods

and procedures. Terrestrially developed capabilities will

be reviewed and controlling assumptions in the theoreti-

cal and empirical procedures will be identified. These

operational factors will receive field and environmental

testing in exercises controlled by elements of the lunar or

planetary environment. Where necessary, new construc-

tion procedures will be developed. Methods of evaluation

and validation of the developed extraterrestrial construe-

tion procedures will be established for future manned

landings.
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h NUCLEAR POWER SUPPLIES

There will be a definite need for a source of power on

the lunar surface in order to construct, operate, and main-

tain a temporary or permanent base. Because nuclear

energy provides a source of electrical energy in a com-
pact form capable of yielding over 1000 times the energy

of a chemical source which is equal in weight, and owing

to the susceptibility of solar cells or thermionic emissions
to the lunar environment, it will receive preferential

treatment as a hmar power source.

A study should be initiated to examine the power

requirements for all phases of lunar exploration and base

build-up and to evaluate the capabilities of SNAP sys-

tems to satisfy these requirements within the proper time

frame. The results of this study should serve as the basis

for identifying and defining the limitations of current

systems under development, and indicating the research

and development necessary to produce a reactor and

power conversion equipment for use at a permanently
installed lunar base. If so indicated by the study, work

on the power supply should begin immediately in order

to be available during the period of permanent base

installation.

II. LUNAR STORAGE OF LIQUID PROPELLANTS

Because the Moon is situated in a thermal environment

quite different from that of Earth, a need exists to study

the storage requirements for liquid propellants. The tem-

perature of the lunar surface and objects located on it

depends primarily on the laws and mechanisms of radi-
ation and conduction heat transfer. The temperature rise

of liquid propellants, for a variety of insulations, within

a storage tank above ground with respect to latitude

location, tank geometry, and tank surface properties,
should be studied. Included in the study should be an

analysis of the thermal environment of a tank situated
beneath the lunar surface and the alteration of the lunar

surface necessary to achieve complete or partial burial.

A comparison of the storage times available for a specific

propellant such as liquid hydrogen above ground and

below ground should be made.

III. SPACE MAINTENANCE

A considerable amount of detailed study effort has

been directed toward evaluating man's capabilities in

space for performance of maintenance and repair tasks.
Work should be undertaken to establish maintenance

techniques in reduced Earth gravity, repair techniques

for systems components which would be utilized at a

lunar base, and the development of tooling and systems

compatible with man's predicted capabilities on the

Moon. Tool design, remote manipulator, and future

hardware design criteria should be established.
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IV. CURRENT STUDY PROJECTS

People or organizations known to be performing work
in these areas are listed as follows:

Surface modification techniques i;_ lunar construction.

(1) Lunar construction capability study for NASA

(OMSF) by Corps of Engineers, U.S. Army.

Investigations into soil mechanics as applied to the

lunar surface materials and lunar environment.

(1) Armour Research Foundation, Illinois Institute of

Technology. Engaged in a three-year study for

OART, NASA, entitled "Stu:ties of Lunar Soil
Mechanics."

(2) Arthur D. Little Co., Cambrid_;e, Mass. Engaged in

an in-house study on hmar sol mechanics.

(3) Chrysler Corporation. Lunar st_rface properties. Mr.

L. Lawrence, Jr.

(4) Center for Radiophysics and Space Research, Cor-

nell University. NASA contracted study entitled

"Laboratory Experiments Reltting to the Lunar
Surface."

(5) Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc., Mi,,;siles and Space Sys-

tems Div. In-house study on l_mar surface charac-

teristics headed by Dr. J. A. lq yan.

(6) General Electric, Missile and :';pace Vehicle Dept.

In-house study of lunar surfac_ materials and pos-
sible methods of soil stabilizati:)n.

(7) General Motors Corporation, Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. Engaged in hmar soil studies in connection

x_:ith Surveyor and other hmar landers. Supported

by' NASA-JPL. Dr. M. G. Bekker.

(8) Geophysics Research Directorate, AFRD, Air

Research and Development Command, USAF. In-

h,_use study on lunar soil mechanics headed by Dr.

John W. Salisbury.

(9) Grumman Aircraft Corporation. Lunar soil prop-
erties. Mr. J. D. Halajian.

(10) Hughes Aircraft Corporation, Cnlver City, Califor-

n:ia. Engaged in hmar soil studies as part of the

Surveyor program under NASA-Jet Propulsion Lab-

oratory sponsorship.

(11) Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of

Technology, Pasadena, California. In-house labora-

tory studies of lunar soil mechanical and thermal

properties. Drs. Carl Thorman and L. D. Jaffe.

(12) Langley Research Center, NASA. In-house study on

lt:nar soil, Dr. George Brooks.

(13) North American Aviation, Inc., Space Sciences Lab-

oratory. NASA contract on hmar soil mechanics,

Dr. Jack Green.

(14) S.)uthwest Research Institute. Studies on construc-

tima techniques utilizing hmar surface materials.
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I. DRILLING AND CORE-BORING EQUIPMENT

Early knowledge of the subsurface composition of the

Moon will depend to a large degree on the availability

of appropriate equipment which can penetrate the sur-

face and extract samples of the material.

4. Ambient atmosphere or a cooling medium normally
acts as a lubricant between the tool and the soil material.

The effect of this operation in a hard vacuum may be

excessive friction, galling, or cold welding.

A. Performance Requirements

It would appear that the first objective is the develop-

ment of drilling capability. The production of core samples

is highly desirable and may be mandatory for certain

analyses, but much more difficult to achieve. The size of
the hole is not greatly important for exploration purposes,

except as it affects power consumption and mass of equip-
ment. However, a capability for large (4 in. or more)

diameter holes will increase the versatility of the equip-

ment, making it useful for other operations such as drill-

ing holes for posts, masts, and guy wire anchors and for

the burial of small items such as electric power supplies.

Drilling and core-boring requirements will grow with
the advance in size of lunar base operations. There will

be an immediate need for small portable equipment for

the production of shallow exploration holes. For advanced

stages of lunar resources exploitation, deep drilling to a

depth of several thousand feet with fixed installations is
envisioned.

B. Restraints

1. Conventional drilling or boring equipment depends

on air, water, or other viscous media for removal of chips

and cooling of the bit. Neither liquid nor gas will be
available.

2. Drilling and core-boring operations are heavy con-

sumers of power.

3. The usual drilling and boring operation requires

relatively heavy axial loading of the bit in order to effect

penetration of the. cutting edges. Lunar equipment will

necessarily be designed as light as practicable for logis-

tical reasons. Reduced gravity will further reduce by a
factor of six the available mass for loading the tool.

C. Design Approach

1. The most likely concept for the cutting tool will be

an impact type with a mechanical-type device for remov-

ing the chips.

2. High efficiency with low power consumption will be

a critical design requirement.

3. Supplementary means may be required for loading

the cutting tool as the mass of the equipment may be

insufficient for this purpose. Lunar soil may be used for

ballasting or the equipment may be secured with soil
anchors.

4. Tests must be made in ultrahigh vacuums to deter-

mine the interaction of cutting-tool material with various

simulated soil types. Results of these experiments will

dictate tool material and design parameters.

D. Development Capabilities

Hughes Aircraft Co. is probably the only firm which

has successfully built and tested drilling equipment for

the Moon. This equipment was designed for use on the

Surveyor and has a capacity of 114-in. holes to a depth of

5 ft with a relatively high efficiency. The performance of

this device is described in a paper by Dr. H. Carl

Thorman of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory entitled "Re-

view of Techniques for Measuring Rock and Soil Strength

Properties of the Moon."

Hughes Tool Co. is one of the foremost designers and

builders of drilling tools. They have engaged in several

studies related to extraterrestrial drilling operations,

among them ASTIA Document AD258661, "Final Tech-

nical Report on Feasibility Study of Drilling a Hole on

the Moon," and a proposal to NASA for development of
a lunar tunnel driver.
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Texaco, Inc. has also studied the s d_ject of lunar sur-

face drilling and no doubt has a capability for a complete

design effort.

The U.S. Army Engineer Researcl_ and Development

Laboratories have done extensive wcrk on development

of lightweight, high-speed drilling eq tipment for tactical

use. This equipment possesses some unusual innovations

which should be considered in the design of the lunar
device.

Armour Research Foundation, Battelle Memorial Insti-

tute, and Midwest Research Foundation have been per-

forming research on drilling of holes on the Moon.

II. RADIO TELESCOPES

A. Existing Installations

A convenient listing of some of the world's major radio

telescopes is contained in Time, December 14, 1962.

(1) Jodrell Bank, England: a 250-foot-diameter dish

(2) Parkes, New South Wales, Australia: a 210-foot-
diameter dish.

(8) National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Green

Bank, West Virginia: a 800-foot diameter dish.

(4) University of Illinois: a 600-foot cylindrical trough.

(5) University of California, Hat (:reek, California: a

fully steerable 85-foot-diameter dish.

(6) Stanford University: a tree farn type of antenna

consisting of elements mounted on 40-foot booms.

(7) Caltech Owens Valley Station: two dish antennas

rigged in tandem.

(8) Nancy, France: a large mattress-shaped antenna.

B. Performance Requirements

It would appear that for maximum effectiveness a lunar

radio telescope would be located on the far side of the

Moon to avoid as far as possible stray signals from the

Earth. The size of the installation will be limited pri-
marily by logistics and construction capability. Steerable

parabolic dishes are the most useful and versatile, but

require an extreme mass of complex rr,achinery. By virtue

of their large size, immovable reflectors such as the

trough at the University of Illinois are extremely sensitive

and are capable of receiving useful data from distances of

billions of light years. Perhaps satisfactory data can be

obtained by just laying out simple wires (many kilometers

long) on the surface of the Moon.

C. Construction of Lunar Antennas

Construction of large antennas, particularly on the far

side of the Moon, would appear at best to be a formidable

task. However, several elements of the lunar environment

favor the design and construction of this type of installa-

tion. The reduction in gravity and complete absence of

atmospheric disturbance will reduce by a large factor the

mass of _;upporting structure. Fixed antennas may be con-

structed directly on the surface without the need for

supporting structures. A favorable site selection which

exploits the natural contour of the local lunar surface will
reduce the excavation task.

D. Research and Development

1. The first effort appears to be a detailed study of the

design and performance of existing equipment.

2. The second phase of study should be the translation

of existing designs into those compatible with the lunar

environraent and with the limitations of logistics and

construction capability.

8. The third phase of the study would consider the

results of the lunar probes and exploration to ascertain
which local resources could be utilized in the construc-

tion of ?large antennas. Hopefully, metallic elements or

other suitable reflective material may exist in suitable

form and quantity on the lunar surface for processing

into anhmna components.
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Lunar Surface and Flying Vehicles

I. INTRODUCTION

In considering the construction, operation, and main-

tenance of a hmar manned base utilizing extraterrestrial

resources, it seems clear that there will be need for

transportation of men, equipment, and materials on and

across the lunar surface. This Report is concerned with

vehicles for this purpose. Vehicles will also be needed for

construction: "earth"-moving vehicles, cranes, etc., which

are covered in another Panel Report. A considerable de-

gree of overlap may occur, however, and it may well

turn out to be desirable to utilize the same basic vehicle

for both construction and transportation.

A large number of reports, papers, and proposals have

been written on the subject of lunar surface vehicles--
both manned and unmanned. Some of the more interest-

ing documents are listed in the bibliography. As some of

the documents are classified and many are proprietary in

nature, this Report will not attempt to review them in

detail. It will, however, mention some of the concepts

common to many of the documents and some of the prob-

lems which appear to emerge from these studies. Empha-

sis will be upon concepts and problem areas where

supporting research and technology effort may be war-
ranted during the next few years.

II. CONCEPTS

A. Manned and Unmanned Vehicles

Manned vehicles are obviously required for transporta-

tion of humans and may be highly desirable for a number

of other operations such as exploration, some mainte-

nance, etc. On the other hand, transportation of freight,

some maintenance, some scientific investigations, etc.,

might well be done without operators in the vehicles by
the use of remote control. Thus both manned and unman-

ned vehicles need to be considered. To reduce the num-

ber of different vehicles it has also been suggested that

vehicles should be capable of operation either with a man

aboard or by remote control.

B. Power

Power will be needed for movement of the vehicle, for

communications, for guidance, for life support, for man-

ipulation, and for temperature control. Primary power
sources which have been suggested include chemical

energy, solar energy, and nuclear energy.

Nuclear energy sources should utilize turbogenerator

or thermionic conversion to produce electricity. For man-

ned vehicles carrying reactors, shielding from nuclear

radiation would impose very heavy weight penalties.

Other problems would include disturbance of sensors by

nuclear radiation, radioactivation of the soil by neutrons,

and heating of the soil by waste heat, thus complicating

temperature control. Small secondary power sources

fueled by radioisotopes could be more easily shielded

and could provide emergency or auxiliary heating and

power.

Solar power seems attractive for daytime use. Solar

turbogenerators and thermionic generators require high

degrees of solar energy concentration and therefore

well-oriented reflectors; these are difficult though not im-
possible to incorporate in surface vehicles. Solar thermo-

electric or photoemissive devices do not as yet seem

promising in size or weight in comparison to photovoltaic

cells. The latter were proposed by many writers. A serious
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problem with solar power sources is the large area re-

quired: only 1.4 kw/m'-' are available fr()m tile Sun. A

,300 ft _ (:30 In'-') array, which seems large for a surface
vehicle, receives 40 kw and at 15% efficiency will pro-

duce 6 kw -- probably not adequate or a vehicle of such
size.

Tile chemical energy sources discussed were storage

batteries for auxiliary or emergency use and hydrogen-

oxygen reactors for larger amou its of power. The

hydrogen-oxygen reactors could take tile form of piston

engines, gas turbines, or fuel cells; all three have been

seriously considered and are being investigated experi-

mentally at the present time. The m _chanieal converters

have the disadvantage of reqniring tltat the mixture ratio

be far from stoiehiometric to keep emperatures within

limits that solid materials can stand With all three sys-

tems the water produced can be ret:tined and either re-

covered for life support or electrolyzed back to oxygen

and hydrogen using nuclear or solm power at the hmar

base or perhaps solar power on the vehicle itself. Fuel

weights will probahly limit the operating radius, without

refueling, to a few hundred kilomet_rs.

For nnmanned vehicles, then, it ap pears that hydrogen-

oxygen fuel can be used for short- and moderate-range

vehicles, solar power for vehicles thai need run only in

daytime (if these vehicles are small and economical of

power), and nuclear power for vehic'es of any range. For

manned vehicles, which require additional power for life

support as well as additional weight and shielding, the

matter is not so simple. Hydrogcn-ovygen fuel is appar-

ently suitable for moderate rang('s. For long-range travel

(more than a few hundred kilometeis) surface-to-surface

rockets may well prove best. For hmg-range manned
surface vehicles, refueling might be necessary, using fuel

dumps or power stations emplaced en route by rockets
or unmanned surface vehicles. An alternative might be

to bring the power stations along, ether as a very large

and very light foldable solar array that could be spread

out when the vehicle stops to rechar<e, or, if night oper-

ation is needed, as an accompanying unmanned nuclear-

powered surface vehicle, which ,'ould recharge the
manned vehicle at intervals but would not come close to

the men while its reactor was on.

C. Drives and Traction

Electric and hydraulic drives have been considered by

many authors. Essentially all have ,,ome to the conclu-
sion that electric drives are preferable because of the

difficulties with hydraulic fluids at very high and low tern-

peratures and tile very serious consequence of a hydraulic

leak. Both exposed and sealed drive mechanisms have
been considered. Most of those who have studied the

problem carefully have concluded that sealed mecha-

nisms protected from hmar environment are preferable.

Traction devices have been discussed at length. These

include conventional wheels with pneumatic tires, with

metallic tires, with metallic tires plus grousers, elastic

metallic wheels, tracks, walking legs, jumping devices,

rolling vehicles, spiral screws, ballistic rockets, and

rockets sustaining the vehicles at moderate altitudes.

Despite all consideration of non-conventional traction de-

vices, tlLe overwhelming agreement is that they have little

adwmt_ge and that metal-rimmed wheels are probably

the me!hod of choice. These might be either rigid or

elastic, in configuration ranging from tricycles to four
wheels to multiwheel trucks or trains. The consensus

seems to favor the tricycle only when an extreme weight

limitation is imposed. Normal four-wheel construction

is generally favored with some interest in mnltiwheeled

trains f,)r transporting heavy loads.

Tracks are favored by a few people. Their chief advan-

tage m;der anticipated hmar conditions would seem to

be the ability to bridge possible crevasses or other holes.

Balli,,tic rockets may be of some use for long-distance

surface, to-surface transportation or for emergency rescue

operations.

The _:raetion element design depends very heavily on
the nature of the hmar surface to be encountered. The

informt_tion on this is unfortunately scant and likely to
remain so until vehicles have been landed on the Moon

and ]nake better measurements.

D. Vehicle Dynamics

Also related to tile nature of the hmar surface is the

vehicle suspension to be used. Tile types suggested are

generally conventional.

Tile _peeds proposed are generally in the 1 to 5 mph

range for surface vehicles. There seems little likelihood

that high speeds will be practical over the expected types
of lunar terrain unless roads or rails are built. Added

limitati.m on speed arises from the probable need for
remote control with a time lag of several seconds in the

control loop, as discussed in Section C. Tile lower hmar

gravity reduces tile restoring force available to balance

inertial forces on a vehicle that is tipped, and so would
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considerably reduce operating speed over obstacles or

during turns.

E. Communications

Communications between lunar surface or flying vehi-

cles and their main lunar base are limited by short lines

of sight on the Moon and the lack of a lunar ionosphere.

Ground-wave communications may be possible at dis-

tances of 50 to 150 km but at low frequencies. These

frequencies would permit voice communication and nor-

mal telemetry, but no television. Since television from the

vehicle appears highly desirable (see Section F), this is

a serious limitation, but it might be permissible for man-

ned vehicles. Almost all of the authors conclude that relay
via Earth will be the best means of communication be-

tween vehicle and lunar base even though this means

tieing up large antennas on Earth and introducing a l%-sec

time delay each way in communications. For vehicles on

the far side of the Moon, a lunar-orbiting communications

satellite would presumably be needed. It is possible that

for operations within a few kilometers of the main base,

line-of-sight transmission might be used, particularly if

the area is relatively smooth and there are no large
obstacles or hills which would shadow surface vehicles

from the base.

F. Remote Control

Unmanned vehicles must be controlled remotely from
the lunar base or from the Earth. Even for manned vehi-

cles, capability for remote control seems desirable for

emergency situations and to relieve the load on the men.

There seems almost universal agreement that remote con-

trol should be carried out by means of stereotelevision
from the surface vehicle to the manned base or to the

Earth; the operator could be located in either place and

would direct the vehicle by radio commands. Terrain-

feeling devices and terrain-scanning radar carried by the

vehicle have been suggested as additional aids. For sur-

face-to-surface flying vehicles, techniques similar to those

used for manned ballistic rockets on Earth would pre-

sumably be applicable.

G. Navigation

Whether the vehicle be manned or unmanned, it is

clearly necessary that its location be known. Navigation

systems proposed include dead reckoning, celestial, radio

from lunar base, radio from Earth, and inertial. Methods

outlined are generally conventional.

H. Life Support

Concepts of life-support systems within the lunar sur-

face or flying vehicle range from a "shirt-sleeve environ-

ment," through men in pressure suits within a pressurized

cabin, to each man within his own individual hard-shell

walking cabin. Ability of the men to leave the vehicle in
suits and walk across the surface for short distances

seems desirable. Thus, space suits for use on the surface

and methods of entering and leaving the vehicle in a suit

are needed. Provision for supply of oxygen, water, food,

removal of wastes, and control of temperature, humidity,

and other factors are generally suggested along the lines

of those currently used or considered for manned space
vehicles. The suit itself, because of the need for surface

capabilities, would have to be different.

I. Manipulators

Manipulators for handling objects outside of the vehi-

cle seem highly desirable. For unmanned vehicles, these
would have to be controlled from the manned base or

from Earth by radio command. For manned vehicles,

they could be controlled from within the vehicle. Man-

ipulators on individual space suits have also been sug-

gested. The concepts seem to center around manipulators,

generally electrically driven, of the kind used in handling

radioactive components, but presumably much lighter.

J. Temperature Control

For surface-to-surface flying vehicles, temperature con-

trol, during flight at least, can be along the lines normally

used or considered for space vehicles. For lunar surface

vehicles, problems are more severe because of the pres-

ence of extremely hot or extremely cold lunar surface,

and more complex schemes have therefore been suggested.

These center around multiple-layer insulations and

shadowing, together with active temperature control.

Suggested techniques include circulating fluids around

the individual assemblies and then passing them through

a heat exchanger. On-board heat is considered necessary

during the lunar night even if the vehicle is unmanned
and shut down.

K. Simulation

A number of concepts for Earth simulation have been

suggested. These range from tests of components in
vacuum to tests of complete vehicles in large Moon sim-

ulators containing simulated lunar surfaces. One sugges-

tion is that the desert or arctic areas of the Earth might

provide reasonable test grounds.
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III. PROBLEM AREAS

A survey suggests that the most important problem

areas, and those where lead time b:ffore design of hmar

surface vehicles is most important, relate to the nature

of the Moon itself. The present NASA program contem-

plates measurements of this kin(]. However, since these

measurements will probably be the pacing items, it seems

that effort on measuring lunar snrface properties should

be heavily emphasized. This might mean attempts to get

more surface data in the present R_,nger program.

A. Lunar Environment

Important facets of hmar environment on which better
information is needed are:

I. Geometry of the Lunar Surface

To design a surface vehicle, the !irst requirement is a

knowledge of the geometry of the surface. This includes

characteristics on a scale ranging flora many kilometers

to microns. Information is needed on slopes, crevasses,

boulders, holes, rock roughness and size, presence or

absence of soil, particle size of the soil, its depth, etc.

Some of these data can be obtained _isually. For others,

measurements will be needed. Quantitative techniques
are sometimes used on Earth for me:_surement of the ter-

rain features of size varying from c _ntimeters to tens of

meters. These consist of slope or elevation detectors which

are moved across the surface; they may be of use on the
Moon.

A major problem in measuring both geometric and

other properties of the lunar surface is that of getting an

adequate sample. Measurements at one or a few points

may be highly mMeading. It will be necessary to obtain

data, in advance, on areas which can be considered rep-

resentative of the terrain to be traw_rsed by the surface
vehicles.

2. Lunar Surface Mechanical Properties

If the lunar surface turns out to !)e essentially a con-
tinuous sheet of hard rock, further ,lata on its mechani-

cal properties are probably not nocessary for surface

vehicle design. If, however, something that might be

termed soil or sand is present, or ii the "rocks" are not

solid but porous, data on their bearing capacity will be

needed. Measurements of shear properties may also be
desirable.

The sampling problem is again present. Even small

areas of very low bearing capacity might serve as traps
for vehicles.

The Surveyor program is planned to give data on lunar

soil mechanical properties. It would be highly desirable

to get this information earlier, if at all possible, and to

increase the area of sampling quickly.

3. Lunar Surface Electrical Properties

To determine the extent to which ground-wave com-

munications will be possible on the Moon, information
is needed as to the dielectric constant and electrical

conductivity of the hmar surface. This need not be de-

termined on areas of a few square centimeters but meas-

urements of areas of some square kilometers would be

desirable, as are measurements of properties vs depth to

some meters. Measurements of these properties from

Earth ,;eem limited to considerably larger areas. Measure-

ments at a few points are planned for Surveyor.

4. Lunar Surface Thermal Properties

To design vehicles and suits with proper temperature

control, a better knowledge of thermal properties of the
lunar surface is needed. Measurements on the scale of

a meter or so would be desirable. Again, sampling pre-

sents a problem. The advanced Surveyor payloads, if

these are carried through, are intended to provide some
information.

5. Meteoroid Environment at the Moon

Design of surface and flying vehicles, and especially of

space suits, for use on the lunar surface will be heavily

influen,:,ed by requirements for protection from meteor-

oids. There are major uncertainties in the primary flux

of meteoritic particles striking the Moon. The meteoroid

flux ck,se to the Earth is very different from that away
from the Earth. Since the cause of the concentration

around the Earth is still not clear, there is no way to

judge the extent of concentration at the Moon. Measure-
ments close to or at the surface of the Moon are needed

to fix the distribution of meteoroids in flux, mass, velocity,
density, and perhaps composition.

In addition to the primary flux, it seems clear that

there nmst be a very much larger flux of secondary par-

ticles of somewhat lower velocity, produced by the hyper-
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velocity impact of the primary particles on the lunar

surface. Again, measurements of the flux, mass, velocity,

and density distribution of the secondary particles are
needed. Some work on Earth, either experimental or theo-

retical, to determine the relation between a given primary

flux and the resulting secondary flux would be worth-
while.

6. Solar Flares

Shielding of men in vehicles and in space suits from

solar-flare particles will probably be very difficult. It does
not seem that the shadow of the Moon will provide pro-

tection from high-energy solar particle emissions though

it may cause a time delay before they reach the night
side. More data are needed concerning solar energetic

particle emissions, particularly as to the directionality of

the particles as a function of time during each event.

This would give a much better idea of how long men on
the Moon would have to take shelter after a major flare

occurs. Better techniques for predicting flares would also

be of great value.

7. Solar Plasma and Electromagnetic Radiation

Low-energy solar plasma particles, as well as solar

X-ray and extreme ultraviolet radiation, may damage

optical surfaces, both windows and temperature control
surfaces. This would be serious both on the Moon and

for space vehicles. More complete measurements of these

emissions would be helpful.

B. Investigations on Earth

Among the problem areas where experimental or ana-

lytical work on Earth appears desirable are:

1. Materials

Suitable materials for use in vacuum under the tem-

perature range of the lunar surface (-150 to + 150°C),

and perhaps higher for certain parts, require evaluation

and perhaps development. Most of these materials are

organic polymers. They include seals, adhesives, and per-

haps fabrics and elastomers. Insulating materials may also
need some attention.

2. Dust Behavior

There is some suggestion that rock dusts in vacuum

will tend to adhere electrostatically to surfaces and inter-

fere with proper operation. Some laboratory work on this

point seems warranted. If problems exist, some materials

development may be indicated, particularly on optical

materials, to insure that dust will not adhere.

3. Lubrication

Though techniques of sealing moving parts in pressur-

ized containers may be widely applicable, there are

probably some parts which need to run in the vacuum

unpressurized. Because of the tendency of most bearing

and gear materials to seize in high vacuum, some addi-
tional work on lubrication techniques for high-vacuum

operation at both high and low temperatures seems war-
ranted. There are several groups associated with the

space program working in this field.

4. Electromeehanical Components

Again, it would be highly desirable to have some com-

ponents that could operate in vacuum, preferably at both

high and low temperatures, and would not have to be

sealed in pressurized enclosures. Among these are DC

and AC motors, relays, and switches. Some development

along this line seems worthwhile.

5. Power Sources

Some work is under way on sources using hydrogen-

oxygen fuel for production of electricity. These sources

include fuel cells, gas turbines, and piston engines. This
work should be continued, as should work on solar and

nuclear power sources. It will be usefid for lunar surface
vehicles as well as in other parts of the space program.

6. Suspension Dynamics

There are a number of problems involved in design of

suspensions of vehicles to move over rough terrain. Per-

haps not too much can be done until the terrain is better
known and functional specifications for the vehicle set

down. However, some advanced development may be

warranted, in particular in developing analytical and pos-

sibly modeling techniques.

7. Soil-Vehicle Interactions

The principles of soil-vehicle interactions are known

and the primary need now appears to be knowledge of

the lunar surface, rather than immediate studies of trac-

tion devices. When the geometry and mechanical prop-

erties of the surface are determined, work on traction

devices should proceed at an accelerated rate.

8. Control

Several companies have been working on the problems

of remote control of a moving vehicle in the presence of

a ltJ_-sec time lag. Further investigations along this line

seem warranted, including use of a 2%-see time lag to
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simulate vehicle-to-lunar-base comuaications via Earth.

Performance of systems which can be controlled either

from on-board a vehicle or remotely may warrant some
attention.

9. Guidance, Navigation, and Communication

Problems in these areas seem to lie primarily in specific

design and in knowledge of the Moon. It does not seem
that much worthwhile work could be done in the way of

advanced development.

10. Life Support

Problems in this area are being considered in another

subgroup Report.

11. Manipulators

General purpose manipulators, some of which are suit-

able for remote control, are commercially available and
some of these have been evaluated for use in vacuum.

Additional work seems warranted in assuring vacuum

capability, in investigating problems of remote operation

with a time lag, and particularly in reducing weight from

that appropriate to Earth equipment to that appropriate
for lun_:r missions.

12. Telaperature Control

Work under way is concerned primarily with tempera-

ture-control problems in space. Problems of temperature

control on the lunar surface warrant special attention and

advanced development of techniques and concepts re-

quired for lunar surface vehicles should be encouraged.

13. Meteoroid Effects

Better information is needed on the effects of meteoroids

in penetrating and spalling vehicle and suit materials,

on meteoroid "bumpers," and on self-sealing materials

for use over wide temperature ranges. Efforts in this

field should be continued and perhaps expanded.

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The research which is most urgently needed concerns

the lunar surface: its geometry and .ts mechanical, elec-

trical, and thermal properties. Experimental and theo-
retical work on the meteoroid envir,mment at the lunar

surface and measurements of solar flare emissions are

also needed. Some research on metec)roid effects and on

electrostatic adherence of rock dust in vacuum seems

warranted.

Advanced development is justified on organic, optical,

and insulating materials, vacuum lubrication, electro-

mechanical components for use in vacuum, unsealed

lightweight manipulators, and design techniques for tem-

perature-control systems and perhaps for suspensions.
Work should be continued on devices to produce elec-

tricity from hydrogen-oxygen fuel ar,d on remote control

of a surface vehicle with a time lag.

Once data on the nature of the lunar surface have been

obtained, advanced development on traction and suspen-

sion te_:hniques should be considerably expanded, and

studies of the various types of vehicles resumed. In addi-

tion, careful studies should then be made of techniques

and required facilities which will be necessary for

thorough and exhaustive testing of the surface vehicles
on Earth.

With adequate data on the lunar surface, development

of a vehicle can be started when mission objectives and
constraints are set. An essential attribute of such a vehi-

cle mu:_t surely be dependability; this should be given

primary attention in both design and testing.

Specific recommendations are as follows:

Bearing Materials. Basic research is urgently needed to

find metals, alloys, plastics or other new bearing materials

that w_ll operate without lubrication, in a vacuum at

temperatures of -244 and +260°F.
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Lubricants. Failing to find suitable bearing materials

which will run dry, basic research should be conducted
to find lubricants that will work under above conditions.

Seals. Shaft seals that will withstand the above tem-

peratures with a vacuum on one side and atmospheric

or 14.7 psi or less pressure on the other side may be

needed in many machines.

Rubber. A rubber material, synthetic or natural, that

will retain its flexibility under the above conditions should

be developed for use as tires, seals, or other parts of
machines.

Power Sources. Development and testing of engines

for propelling vehicles, whether solar engines, fuel cells,

or battery-operated electric motors are used should be

programmed.

Li_e-Support Units. In order to provide life-support

units in vehicles which are light and compact, research

should be made with a goal of building the most compact

sealed unit possible.

Hydraulic Fluids. In anticipation of needing hydraulic

drives on some of the equipment, research should be made

on fluids that will operate under the above temperature

and pressure conditions.

Structural Materials. Since the temperature range

affects the strength of ahnost all structural materials, it

would be appropriate to find materials which will operate

most effectively under these conditions.

Electric Motors and Wiring. Since most investigators

are recommending use of individual wheel electric drive

motors on vehicles, research is needed to develop electric

motors that will operate under these conditions of tem-

perature and vacuum.

Shielding Materials. The lunar vehicle must be shielded

to protect the operator from radiation and micrometeor-
oids. Basic research should be conducted to find the best

shell materials for resisting these effects and the best

design for the cabs. Double or triple walls may be indi-

cated, for example, with air space between.

Wheels. If metal wheels are required because rubber

tires do not prove capable of withstanding the rigors of

the Moon's environment, research should be conducted

to find ways of designing a wheel that will be flexible or

provide a suspension system which will smooth out the

riding qualities of the wheel.

TV Controls. To operate efficiently, the vehicle should

have TV viewing of all its operations relayed to the base
station. Research should be started on TV units that will

operate under these extremes of temperature and vacuum.

Communications. Research in two-way radio communi-

cations units should be made which will provide depend-

able communications for the operator and base controller,

with consideration of both line-of-sight communications

and greater than line-of-sight distances.
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Mining and Processing of Lunar Water Deposits

I. INTRODUCTION

The Mining and Processing Subgroup of tile Working Group for Extrater-
restrial Resouro_s met for the first time on November 15, 1962 at the Air Force

Cambridge Research Laboratories in Bedford, Massachusetts. The purpose of this

meeting was to make a preliminary examination of the feasibility of mining and

processing techaiques on the lunar surface, and to define the major problem

areas requiring further research. The draft report which followed this meeting
has subsequently been revised on the basis of material submitted to the chair-

man, resulting in this Preliminary Report. In each case, every effort has been
made to give credit to those attendees who contributed ideas. The reader need

hardly be cautioned that those who have ideas generally feel a proprietary

interest in them. Permission to use or work on concepts new to the reader should

be obtained directly from the originator.

II. TYPES OF DEPOSITS CONSIDERED

Dr. Salisbury reviewed possible types of lunar water

deposits, so that mining and processing techniques could

be evaluated in the light of possibl_ deposit locations and

configurations. Four types of depcsits were considered:

mate:vials, especially around suspected sites of extensive

gas release such as the chain craters. This type of sub-

surface deposit, which would be mined by open pit

methods, was defined as a subsurface blanket deposit.

A. Surface

Among those present, Dr. Gre{n had pointed out in

1960 that water might persist as ice in permanently
shadowed zones because of its very low vapor pressure at

low temperatures. Thus, relatively large surface deposits

of ice may be present in crater bottoms near the lunar

poles.

The subgroup did not think that such deposits could

be economically mined, due to their unfavorable location,
but still considered them in the ev{ nt that no more favor-

able type of deposit exists on the _loon.

B. Subsurface Blanket

It is possible that layers of ice or hydrated minerals
may exist in the upper few meters of the lunar surface

C. Subsurface Massive

It is also possible that such deposits of ice or hydrated

minerals could extend to sufficient depth to require the

use of underground mining techniques. This type of de-

posit was defined as a subsurface massive deposit.

D. Bare Rock

Unenriched rock was the final source of water that the

subgxoup considered. Realizing that water extraction

from bare rock may or may not prove economical, the

subgroup nevertheless accepted the possibility that it

may be the only source available. Dr. Green pointed out

the rather wide variability of water content in igneous
rocks and subsequent discussions with Dr. Green and

Mr. Segal have indicated that the "juvenile" or initial

magmatic water content of igneous rocks is probably
much less than 1%.
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III. MINING AND TRANSPORT

A. Surface

The subgroup recognized the extreme difficulty of per-

forming any operations on the lunar st.rface, and favored

simplified mining or processing techniques. Because sur-

face or subsurface blanket types of w_tter deposits might

require surface mining and transport, however, the group

discussed possible techniques.

Lt. Colonel Athas suggested that _ high-temperature

laser beam could be used as a cuttir, g and pulverizing

tool on or under the lunar surface, and Dr. Glaser sug-

gested the plasma jet for the same purj_ose. Because such

tools require considerable advance of the present state

of the art, these suggestions were diftlcult to evaluate,

but the subgroup felt that they definitely merited further

study. The major advantage of laser or plasma jet tools

would be their reusability, in contrast *:osuch expendable

tools as explosives.

Mr. Baumgardner pointed out, or_ the other hand,

certain advantages of explosives in r:fining. First, they

may be made to lift as well as cut, thus placing pulverized

ore in an advantageous location for loading and transport.

Second, charges may be placed so as to reduce the ore to

a size range favorable for loading or processing. Third,

modern explosives are light, and req_tire no heavy sup-

port equipment. Fourth, explosives are, imple and reliable.

Surface mining by means of a scraping vehicle was dis-

cussed by Mr. Segal, who displayed a design on which

he had been working. Mr. Baumgardner pointed out the

unusual difficulty of designing a workable scraper for use

in a _-g environment, and that it was not adaptable to

to deposits of solid material or to rubble deposits con-

taining htrge blocks.

Surface transport of hmar materials was briefly discus-

sed, and Mr. Bliss submitted a written report on this

subject. Because the transportation problem is considered

in detail by the Base Construction Subgroup, however, it

is not covered here. Suffice it to say that both mining and

transport on the lunar surface pose many special problems,

and are to be avoided or minimized if possible.

B. Subsurface

It is clear that subsurface mining and transport are

greatly to be preferred on the Moon to surface operations.
Creation of a shirtsleeve environment for both men and

machines almost appears necessary for any extensive

mining project. The problem of what cutting tools and

transport vehicles are most economical and most suited

to the underground lunar environment remains to be

solved, however, as it is certain that terrestrial mining

techniques are not directly transferrable.

IV. EXTRACTION

Given a water extraction requiremez_t of 9 Ib per hour,

which was suggested by Dr. Steinhoff as a minimum de-

sirable production rate, the subgroup examined every

extraction technique that those present could think of.

A. Solar Furnace-Simple

As discussed in the previous Section, the most desirable

extraction technique is one which requires little or no

mining and transport. It appeared to the subgroup that

a simple solar furnace was conceivable which would ful-

fill this requirement in the case of surface deposits of ice

in perma_,aently shadowed zones. None present had given

serious thought to such a concept but, with the help of

various stlbgroup members (principally Dr. Glaser, Dr.

Green, and Dr. McCutchan), Dr. Salisbury developed a

schematic diagram of such a system (see Fig. C-l). Ideally,

a solar-energy collector perched on the rim of a polar
crater would be able to continuously vaporize ice on the

crater floor. This vapor would then be collected and pro-

cessed on the spot without the necessity for mining or

transport.
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Fig. C-|. Solar furnace--simple: melting and processing

of ice in a permanently shadowed zone at the

boffom of a polar crater

Such a scheme has several advantages: (1) no mining

or transport; (2) surface activity and manpower require-
ment low for automatic system; and (3) low power

requirement.

Disadvantages are: (1) a closed system with pressure

and temperature control is essential, and it is unlikely that

an irregular and probably porous ice deposit would per-

mit a good seal with the vapor collector; (2) impurities

and meteoroidal debris that must be present in the ice

would quickly form an insulating cover over the surface

being vaporized; and (3) necessary polar location makes
it of doubtful value.

The subgroup concluded that it was unlikely that such

a system was either workable or practical in view of its

serious disadvantages, but, in view of the great desira-

bility of simple in situ extraction, did not discard the idea

completely.

B. Solar Furnace--Complex

Several members of the subgroup (Dr. Glaser, Dr.

Green, and Mr. Segal) had worked on more or less sophis-

ticated solar furnace designs depending on the batch

principle. Subsequent to the meeting, Dr. Glaser sub-

mitted a preliminary analysis of complex solar furnace

techniques which is reproduced as follows:

"The solar furnace extraction technique applies best to

deposits of rock containing water as a hydrate. For ex-

ample, a typical serpentine on the lunar surface might

contain 10% water of hydration. Other rocks might con-

tain one or two percent water of hydration. Heating this

material to 800°C may be necessary for removal of the

water o£ hydration. Several different types of heating

devices and furnaces have been proposed.

"In order to consider the requirements of such a pro-

cess, let us assume recovery of 8 or 16 Ibs per hour of

water from the subsurface material. Considering spherical

kiln systems as shown in the diagram of Fig. C-2 typical

power requirements, reflector sizes, and kiln size are
shown in Table C-1 for various moisture contents of the

subsurface rock. Also shown in the Table are the heat

requirements for the kiln, i.e., the heat that must be trans-

ferred into the rock directly. The difference between total

power and the kiln requirements are the heat losses. (The

relation of power output to diameter of reflector is given

in Fig. C-3.)

"For the first case listed in Table C-1, 8 lb per hour of

water with a moisture content of the rock being 2%, the
distribution of heat is as follows: Radiation and heat

losses from uninsulated portions of the kiln, 27 kw; heat

required to vaporize the water from the rock, 2.4 kw;

heat required to raise the temperature of the rock from

-40 to 800°C, approximately 35 kw. Thus, the major

portion of the heat must be used as sensible heat in heat-

ing the rock from the lunar temperature to the tempera-

ture at which the water of crystallization can be removed.

This total quantity of heat must be transferred through

Table C-1. Typical requirements for lunar

water recovery system

(solar furnace spherical kiln system)

Capacity

Ib/hr

8

16

8

16

8

16

8

16

8

16

8

16

Conditions

% H=O

Rock

2

2

2

2

1

I

|

1

10

10

10

10

in

Total Power

Required

kw

64"

! 02"

67 b

i 07 b

100"

173"

102 b

177 b

36"

46"

38 b

50 b

Kiln Power

Requirements

kw

38

76

41

81

73

146

75

150

9

19

12

24

Typical

Refledor

Size

ft

35

44

36

46

44

58

44

59

27

30

27

31

IValues of power requirementscalculated using estimated heat of vaporization of
water from rock as 575 cal/g.

bVoluasof power requirementscalculated using heat of vaporization of water from
chrysatile (measured values) of 11I0 col/g.
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Fig. C-2. Schematic diagram of a complex solar-furnace water-production system

the kiln wall to the rock contained. This heat transfer

occurs by two principal mechanisms; radiation from the

uncovered portion of the kiln surface :o the rock bed and

conduction from the hot kiln wall t.> the rock surface.

Preliminary calculations indicate that a temperatnre rise

of several hundred degrees centigrade of a kiln wall above

the temperature of the rock are necessary for the required

rates of heat transfer. Even under these conditions, heat

transfer will be primarily by radiation from the hot kiln

wall to the solid, rather than by conduction from the kiln

wall to the solid. Typical heat transfe:_ coefficients in this

type of system are one to five Btu/hr-ftZ°F by the con-

duction type of heat transfer from the solid wall to the

rotating solid and effective radiation heat transfer coeffi-

cient of 20 to 100 Btu/hr-sq ft°F foi the radiation heat

transfer coefficient. Increasing the speed of rotation of

a kiln of the type depicted in Fig. C-2 would increase

the conduction coefficient. Ilowever, this could lower

the average wall temperature and thus also decrease the

effective radiation heat transfer coefficient. A balance

between the two mechanisms must be obtained. Even

with rapid kiln rotation, however, it is difficult to envision

a conduction or convection heat transfer coefficient

greater lhan ten Btu/hr-sq ft°F. Limited heat transfer to

rock contained within the kiln and the fact that the

majority of the heat required for the operation must be

used as sensible heat of the rock are the two principal

limitations to this process.

"Considering the heat transfer limitation, several solu-

tions are available. Modification of the spherical kiln

shown in Fig. C-2 to a cylindrical kiln with a window

through which the radiation can be directly passed may

reduce l_sses in transmission of heat to the kiln wail and
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Fig. C-3. Power output from solar reflectors on lunar
surfaces as a function of diameter

lower the total power requirement, and correspondingly,
the total reflector size. Windows for such a device, how-

ever, are not simple to construct and a mechanical

problem as well as material problems may exist. This

type of kiln shown in Fig C-4 does, however, have the

advantage of a more direct heating of the charge by solar

energy. Rapid rotation of the cylindrical kiln would in

effect produce a semifluidized bed, thus providing more

surface for the radiant energy to impinge upon. Vacuum

seals would be necessary in the rotating kiln of any type.

"Another type of kiln system can use a fluidized or

partially fluidized bed. For example, water vapor could

be used as the fluidizing substance, pulverized rock would

be suspended in a stream of superheated steam for at

least part of the process. Steam used for heating could be

recycled so that only the original requirement is needed.

By using a fluidized system both sensible heat recovery

and rapid heat transfer rates can be achieved.

"A study of the kiln method of water extraction might

include such topics as:

FEED HOPPER_//
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INSULATION

ROTARY KILN

SPHERICAL MIRROR
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CONDENSER

DISCHARGE

Fig. C-4. Diagram of complex solar-furnace water-production system using kiln with optical window
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1. Kiln dosign using several alter:lative heating meth-

ods, i.e., heat transfer through the brick wall vs direct

heat transfer through a radiant energy window.

2. Evaluation and possible econ,_mic appraisal of a

closed steam recycle system.

3. Over-all process economic evaluation including

material requirements, design criter a, transportation re-

quirements and other factors.

4. Estimation of the requirements for heat rejection,

materials, and apparatus for the co:_densation cycle for
the extraction scheme.

5. Estimates of the reliabilit T of the kiln extraction

method, i.e., consideration must be given to the effects of

meteorites, optimum locations on th,_ lunar surface, stor-

age requirements for operation dining the lunar night
time.

"The complex solar furnace has several advantages:

(1) Low power requirement with resi)ect to all extraction

techniques except the simple solar furnace and possibly
the nuclear Frasch process. (2) It is independent of the

geometry of the deposit or type of ore.

"Disadvantages are: (1) Necessity f_}r mining and trans-

port of ore means weight, power, and personnel penalties.

(2) Such a system will be able to operate only 14 days out
of 28 in the most desirable locations J:or a lunar base, i.e.,

near the lunar equator. (8) It reqr:ires a Sun-tracking

system to operate on the lunar surface."

The subgroup concluded that the complex solar furnace

would probably be the most practical extraction tech-

nique for use on thin ice deposits at the lunar poles, but

of doubtful value in areas of periodic sunlight because

of the power storage problem and the necessity for min-

ing and transport of the ore. It can, however, by no means

be ruled out as a practical extraction technique at any
location, and further study is warranted.

C. Laser Furnace

A laser furnace powered by solar and/or nuclear energy
was suggested by Lt. Colonel Athas as a substitute for
the solar furnace.

A laser furnace has three advanhges over solar fur-

naces: (1) It is independent of tile Sun when necessary
and can operate above or below ground. (2) It can be

mobile with power transmission from a central power

source like the solar furnace. (3) It is independent of the

geometry of the deposit or type of ore.

Disadvantages are: (1) I,ow efficiency means large

power loss. (2) Large power losses automatically lead to

a heat dissipation problem. (3) Additional weight is

required for laser and transmission lines. (4) As in the

case of the complex solar furnace, it requires mining and

transpcrt.

The subgroup had difficulty in evaluating the laser

furnace concept because so many parameters depend

upon future development. Pending such development it

appeared, however, that the use of laser techniques is an

unnece:;sary complication of the extraction process unless
very high temperatures are required.

D. Electric Arc Furnace

Dr. (;laser suggested the use of an electric arc furnace

powered by a nuclear reactor and/or solar energy as an
alternate to the laser furnace and solar furnace.

The electric furnace has the same advantages and dis-

advantages as the laser furnace in comparison with solar

furnaces. In contrast, it is available and less complex
than the laser.

The subgroup concluded that, pending future develop-

ments, the electric arc furnace was a strong possibility

for und.erground and nonpolar water extraction.

E. Nudear Frasch Process

Dr. Salisbury suggested an extraction technique that is

patterned after the Frasch process for extracting sulfur

on Earth. With this technique, water is extracted from

the ore _n situ by supplying a source of heat at the bottom

of a drill hole (see Fig. C-5). There is some doubt as to

the besl method of heat transfer, but radiant heat was

considered in the diagram. Thus, radiant heat from an un-

shielded nuclear reactor at point A is used to vaporize

ice or to drive off water of hydration, depending upon

the type of ore deposit considered. The steam so gener-

ated rises through the drill hole to run a turbine genera-
tor B, and then is condensed to liquid water in radiation

panel C. This water may be stored directly, or electro-

lyzed and liquefied at points D and E. Subsequent dis-

cussions with Dr. Lenedahl, a nuclear engineer, have led

to the conclusion that it may be more practical to transfer

the rejec.ted heat from the base nuclear thermionic power

plant to the bottom of the drill hole by means of liquid

sodium or some other working fluid. This would have
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Fig. C-5. Nuclear Frasch process of water extraction

the advantage of economically attacking the heat dissipa-

tion problem for the base power plant and of eliminating
the radioactive hazard. A great disadvantage is the low

temperature (less than 1000°C) of reactor heat rejection.

Clearly, a great deal of scientific and engineering study

will be required before a firm design can be discussed,

but preliminary calculations indicate that this technique
should be feasible with ice deposits, and probably so with

hydrated mineral deposits. It is unlikely, however, that

this extraction technique could be used with bare rock

because of the relatively large volume of rock that must

be brought to the high temperatures required for ex-
traction.

The advantages of the general principle are: (1) No

mining or transport is required. (2) Automatic extraction

and processing presents little manpower drain. (8) It is

independent of the Sun. (4) It may be adapted to either

surface or subsurface deposits, as long as they are thick.

(5) It has a low power requirement if rejected power

plant heat is used.

Disadvantages are: (1) The process is ore-dependent.

(2) The process is also geometry-limited in that it requires

a thick deposit to be practical. (8) If direct radiation of
heat from a buried reactor is used to extract the water,

impurities will be highly radioactive.

The subgroup concluded that the nuclear Frasch proc-

ess was a promising one for massive subsurface or thick

surface deposits, because of the very desirable advantages

of no surface mining and transport and automatic opera-

tion. Dr. Salisbury and Dr. Glaser are continuing their

study of this extraction technique.

F. Chemical Extraction

Extraction of subsurface ice by adding chemicals to

lower its melting point was a suggestion for in situ extrac-
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tion made by Dr. Glaser. With a lur,ar subsurface tem-

perature of -20 to -50°C, such an extraction technique

appeared possible, but rate of production was again con-

sidered questionable. Dr. Glaser made an analysis of the

possibilities and problems involved in chemical extrac-

tion, and his report is as follows:

"The depression of the freezing pcint of a solvent by

the addition of a solute is well known in both theory and

application. The addition of inorgani:.' salts to lower the

freezing point of water for the production of brine solu-

tions as well as melting of ice is the most common

example. In the production of brines the usual limitation

is the solubility of the salt. In meltiag applications the

principal limitation is the eutectic point of the mixture,

the point at which solid water, salt, and solution coexist.

For example, the minimum liquidu., temperature of a

mixture of calcium chloride and wat_r is approximately

-51°C (-59°F). Other salts lower t]te freezing point of

water to a greater or lesser degree depending on the

molecular weight of the material and the solubility of the

salt in water. Other materials such as inorganic acids,

organic alcohols, glycols and ethers are equally effective

in lowering the freezing point or _nelting point. For

terrestrial uses where weight limitations are not restrict-

ing, the lower the eutectic temperatur.:.' the more versatile

will be the solute. In lunar applicaticns where weight is

a prime consideration, the quantity, of solutes necessary to

lower the freezing point is of great importance. The

possibility of producing the solute or finding the solute

on the lunar surface must also be explored. Since the

lunar subsurface temperature is apl?roximately -80°C

(-22°F), many possible additives and solutes must be

eliminated. Typical prospective sohttes, however, are

hydrogen chloride, calcium chloride, aad lithium bromide.

"The process which we are considel ing is one in which

a brine solution is circulated in th_ ground to an ice

deposit. As the brine diffuses through the ice formation,

some of the ice melts and is brought to the surface with
the brine solution. On the surface the brine is concen-

trated; part of the water is removed and remainder

recirculated after heat exchange at surface conditions.

"The process has several inherent limitations. The vis-

cosity of concentrated low-temperature brine solutions is

quite high. This increases the pow,_r requirement for

pumping of the brine solutions and makes the brine diffi-
cult to handle. In addition, apparatu,; must be available

for the removal, by distillation or evtporation, of water

which has diluted the brine. Several methods of separa-

tion are available and an optimization study would be

necessary to lead to the best method. Another problem is

the rate of solution of ice deposits in the brine. This

depends, of course, on the temperature of the brine and
the ice, lhe concentration of the brine in contact with the

material flow properties of the fluid as it passes over the

ice and other factors which usually affect the rates of

mass transfer. Sufficient laboratory data of the rates of

mass and heat transfer to a dissolving substance from a

fluid are available to enable prediction of the rates of

dissoluti.'m if the solid material can be properly char-

acterized. The characterization of the deposit, however,

presents a problem, because the geology of the subsur-

face is _till at a speculative stage. In addition to these

limitations a more serious limitation may be the transpor-
tation of a considerable amount of chemical to the lunar

surface for the initiation of such a melting process. Even

hydrogea chloride which forms one of the lowest eutectic

mixtures and requires a very small amount of solute will

be of substantial weight. For example let us consider a

subsurface deposit of material occupying a volume of

100,000 ,:u ft (100 ft square and 10 ft deep). If ice existed

at even as low a concentration as 5% by volume basis,

approxirlately 120,000 lb of ice could be extracted from

this deposit using a hydrogen chloride (or inorganic salt)

mixture and operating in the temperature limits between

the assumed subsurface temperature of -40°C and a

surface temperature of 0°C, for example. The quantity of

hydroge_a chloride required on a "one-shot" basis would

be approximately 60,000 lb. Recirculation of hydrogen

chloride (or salt) could reduce the chemical requirements

by a factor of ten or more depending on the rate of pro-
duction and characteristics of the deposit. However, with

increase in recirculation more power is required to sep-
arate th_ water from the resultant solution. The use of

calcium chloride would require transportation of a greater

weight ,.'ompared to hydrogen chloride. Although the

weights are very high the advantage or appeal of in situ

extraction technique is very great, so that the possibility

of using locally occurring lunar material for the solute

may make this plan attractive. Figure C-6 shows a flow

sheet of a chemical extraction process.

"A more complete study of a chemical extraction tech-

nique is required to point out potential application and

to determine the necessary parameters for economic eval-

uation. A study might include the following points:

1. Ewduation of potential solutes and their possible

availability on the lunar surface.

2. Power vs rate required for brine pumping based

upon a variety of deposit typ('s.

8. Power requirements for extraction of water from
brine solutions.

4. Materials requirements for the process."
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Fig. C-6. Flow sheet for chemical extraction process

G. Direct Hydrolysis

In an effort to examine every possiblity, Professor

Shotts suggested that direct hydrolysis of surface or sub-

surface ice might be a technique which would provide

in situ extraction and processing (see Fig. C-7). Neither

Professor Shotts nor any of the subgroup believed that

the rate of such a reaction, even if salts were present in

the ice, would be great enough to make it practical. Be-

cause of the obvious advantages of automatic in situ

mining brought out in previous discussions, however,

Professor Shotts pursued the concept further. He found

that all references do not agree, but that the specific

resistivity of pure ice is on the order of 10 l° ohm/cm at

lunar subsurface temperatures. It is, therefore, difllcult

to envision the successful operation of this extraction

technique unless the ice has been melted and/or had salts

added to it, which amounts to the use of a different

method of extraction. Dr. Salisbury suggested in view of

this that direct hydrolysis may be most useful in con-

junction with some other extraction technique, such as the

chemical extraction process suggested by Dr. Glaser. It

is possible that direct hydrolysis could be controlled so as

to automatically maintain the salinity of the brine, thus

eliminating much of the need for brine pumping, as well

as the brine concentration step in processing.
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Fig. C-7. Water extraction by direct electrolysis
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V. PROCESSING

The processing of water on the Mo.m was discussed in

a written submission by Mr. Fowle, and is presented
below:

A. Electrolysis

"The electrolytic dissociation of water into gaseous

forms of hydrogen and oxygen is a well-known process

that can quickly be summarized in a series of illustra-

tions. Table C-2 illustrates some phcsical properties of

hydrogen and oxygen provided for purposes of reference.

Figure C-8 illustrates the chemical process and the equip-

ment used in the industrial production of hydrogen and

oxygen by the electrolysis of water. Table C-3 summarizes

the characteristics of electrolytic H2-O2 cells used in in-

dustrial practice. It is of interest to note that substantial

amounts of power are required for tiae process and that

rather heavy equipments are commo_ to the land-based

systems now in use. Very little can be done to reduce the

power requirements, for the process as now carried out is

relatively et/icient, but undoubtedl,r great savings in
weight can be realized.

Table C-2. Some physical properties of hydrogen

and oxygen

Density of Gas at NTP, Ib/ft 3

Density of Liquid at NBP, Ib/ft 3

Normal Boiling Poinl, °K

Critical Point Temperature, °K

Critical Point Pressure, psia

Latent Heat at NBP, Btu/Ib

Pre-cool Temperature for Practical

Joule-Thompson Process, °K

Fluid

Hz

0.0056

4.43

20.4 (--422 9°F)

33.3

188

194.5

65

el

0.0892

71.5

90.1 ( - 297.40F)

155

730

91.5

300

Table C-3. Characteristics of typical

electrolytic H2-O 2 cells

Basis: 9 Ib H_o (,_} _ 1 Ib H2 (g) -- 8 Ib O_ (g}

Power ---- 27.7 kw-hr

Volts/Cell ---- 2.1

Amps/Cell _ 250-14,000

Efficiency ---- 65 %

Dry Weigh! --- 6500 Ib

Volume z 121 ft_

\\

H 2

SHEET

STEEL

NICKEL-PLATED IRON

TYPICAL CELL

15% NoOH

SOLUTION

IN H20

AS8ESTOS

DIAPHRAGM

COBA_-PLATEO

IRON

Fig. C-8. Electrolytic hydrogen and oxygen production

reactions: 2 HzO(I)--_ 2 H2(g) q- O2(g);/_ H = -t- 2(68,317|

cal/g formula wt.

B. Liquefaction

"Having reduced water to gaseous hydrogen and oxy-

gen, the next step in the process considered is to reduce

them to their liquid forms for convenient storage and

use. Two basic systems for liquefying hydrogen and

oxygen .are now in use. These systems are based on the

so-called Joule-Thomson and Claude liquefaction cycles.

"Figure C-9 is a schematic representation of a Joule-

Thomson gas liquefier. This system was the first to be

applied to the liquefaction of gases, primarily because of

the siml?le nature of the equipment required. This system

could bc used to produce liquid oxygen on the Moon but

it is very unlikely that it could be used to produce liquid

hydrogen because of the unavailability of a heat sink at

sufficiently low temperatures for Joule-Thomson precool-

ing. At any rate, this process is relatively inefficient and

for this reason it has been largely superseded by the Claude

process. Certainly systems patterned after the Claude
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process are of most interest when considering the lique-

faction of gases in the lunar environment.

"Figure C-10 shows a schematic representation of a gas

liquefier operating on the Claude cycle. The use of low-

temperature expansion engines is fundamental to this

cycle. The use of expansion engines make possible more

efficient operation at lower pressure levels. This is trans-

lated in terms of power and weight savings.

"Typical characteristics of an oxygen liquefier operating

on the Claude cycle are shown in Table C-4. Table C-5

shows typical characteristics of a hydrogen liquefier. From

these Tables we note a rather substantial power require-

ment for liquefaction, but one less than that required for

separation. In addition, we note a fairly substantial plant

weight requirement. The estimated weights of lunar

plants are derived from studies of space-borne refrigera-

tion systems.

"Tables C-4 and C-5 do not show requirements for

plant maintenance. The maintenance requirements for

liquefaction plants now in operation are not acceptable

for lunar liquefaction operations. However, developments

in progress hold promise for the realization of systems

giving unattended reliable service for periods measured

in many thousands of hours.

"One of the really significant technical problems asso-

ciated with the processes described is the requirement to

reject substantial amounts of heat to the environment.

The only obvious way of rejecting this heat is with a

space radiator. As can be seen in Table C-6, the radiator

area (and, by inference, radiator weight) will be large.

"In summary, the processing of water to liquid hydro-

gen and oxygen on the Moon introduces some challenging

technological problems. Certainly the need for light-

weight, efficient, reliable systems is obvious. The problem

of heat rejection is unusual. A careful analysis of the

logistics of lunar-base operations coupled with an investi-

gation of a creative approach to the design of systems
particularly suited to the lunar environment is needed

before the characteristics of near-optimum systems can
be defined."

AFTER COOLER
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GAS
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I00 arm(TYPICAL)

I JOULE-THOMSONPRECOOLING
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VA LV E
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I._" PRODUCT

r-

1.5 atm

(TYPICAL)

_ EXPAND_.ER

COMPRESSOR

GAS MAKE-UP
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I

Fig. C-9. Schematic representation of Joule-Thomson

gas liquefier

Fig. C-10. Schematic representation of gas liquefier

using expansion engines
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Table C-4. Typical characteristics c,f oxygen liquefier

(expansion engine cycle)

Table C-5. Typical characteristics of hydrogen liquefier

(expansion engine cycle)

Reversible Work Requirement -- 0.08 kw-lr/Ib

Actual Shaft Work Requirement _ 0.32-040 kw-hr/Ib

Ratio of Shaft Work to Heat Extraction _ 10:1

Weight of Industrial Plant

(exclusive of Power Supply and Buildings) _ 250-500 Ib/kw

Estimated Weight of Lunar Plant

(exclusive of Power Supply and Buildin!]s) _ 50-100 Ib/kw

Rew.rsible Work Requirements : 2 kw-hr/Ib

Actual Shaft Work Requirements -_ 8-10 kw-hr/Ib

Rati,) of Shaft Work to Heat Extraction _ 70:1

Weight of Industrial Plant

(exclusive of Power Supply and Buildings) -- 300-600 Ib/kw

Estimated Weight of Lunar Plant

{exclusive of Power Supply and Buildings) _ 70-140 Ib/kw

Table C-6. Maximum heat rejection to

space vs radiator area

Temperature Heat rejection

°K kw/ft 2

300 4.32 X 10 -2

90 3.58 X 10 -_

20 9.65 X 10 -7

Vl. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that the alien environment of the Moon

requires a complete re-evaluation ot known mining and

processing techniques, and probably the development of

new ones. What is possible on the Earth may not be so

on the Moon, and what is economical on Earth probably

is not on the Moon. Certain generalized specifications can

be listed for lunar mining and pr_cessing techniques,

such as the requirements for minimum weight and power,

and maximum reliability and automatic operation. Such

generalizations help very little, however, in coming to

quantitative grips with specific mining and processing

techniques, especially in view of the little known about

the lunar environment and its effect on the operations of

men and machines. The subgroup felt, nevertheless, that

certain very tentative conclusions could be reached con-

cerning lunar mining and processing:

1. If lunar ore deposits cannot be processed in situ,

underground mining and transport will probably be more

feasible and economical than surface operations because

of the importance of a shirtsleeve environment to both
men and machines.

2. If thin, surface polar ice deposits are processed, a

comple_ solar furnace using a batch process will prob-

ably be the most feasible and economical extraction

system.

,3. If shallow, nonpolar, blanket-type subsurface ice or

hydrated mineral deposits are processed, an electric arc

furnace powered by a nuclear reactor may be the most

feasible and economical system.
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4. If thick surface or subsurface ice or massive hy-

drated mineral deposits are processed, it may be possible

to develop a nuclear Frasch process to extract water

in situ. This, or any other extraction technique that will

eliminate the need for mining and transport, is greatly to
be desired.

5. If bare rock is the only source of water available on

the Moon, the electric arc furnace appears to be the most

promising extraction system except near the poles where

sunlight is available a large portion of the time.

All members of the subgroup were certain that their
tentative conclusions will be modified as new knowledge

of the lunar environment is obtained. All hope their con-

clusions will be completely altered by new concepts of

water extraction. This hope underlines the need for

imaginative scientists and engineers to work on this prob-

lem now. Large areas of basic and applied research are

clearly defined, despite our present lack of knowledge of
the exact nature and location of lunar resources. Consid-

ering the long lead-time involved in the development of

a lunar mining and processing system, only a large
research effort will suffice.

ADDENDUM A

Additional Resources

Resources other than water may be present on the

Moon. Several members of the subgroup discussed their

work, or that of other research groups, concerned with

extraction techniques for such substances.

Mr. Smith described his research on the manner in

which oxygen may be extracted from a silicate rock by

the simple addition of heat energy, the reactions taking

place as follows:

SiOz _ Si + O_ _F _ minus 50 Kcal/g atom O2
SiO2 _ SiO + __O._, 2xF _ minus 70 Kcal/g atom 02

These reactions proceed at 2750°K and 10 -t3 mm mer-

cury, but the kinetics have not yet been studied.

Mr. Baumgardner reported that B. B. Carr of the

Callery Chemical Company has been working on the use

of hydrogen arc jet, a water condenser, and electrolysis

to release oxygen from lunar rock (reported in Missiles

and Rockets, November 19, 1962). The process operates

by melting SiO_ in a hydrogen stream at temperatures up

to 2600°K. A chemical reaction between the two at high

temperatures produces silicon and water. This process

requires the transport of hydrogen to the Moon, but is

more or less independent of the rock to be found there.

Dr. Green described possible uses of sulfur, which he

demonstrated might be present on and below the lunar

surface in large amounts. Experiments performed in his

laboratory show that sulfur makes an excellent waterless
cement and, mixed with volcanic ash, it makes a good
structural material or electrical insulator. Molten sulfur

may even be used as a lubricant or as a working fluid in

mineral dressing. The high probability of sulfur or sulfur

compounds accompanying any water deposit on the

Moon make these experiments of great interest.

Dr. Salisbury pointed out that one resource that will

surely be utilized in base construction is the rubble

ejected from the meteorite craters that must be present

on the lunar surface. This rubble will be highly variable

in depth and modal block size, but deposits of an appro-

priate nature should be available. Probably more than
one sort of "earth"-moving technique will be required to

utilize this resource, and research on both explosive and

vehicular techniques appears warranted.
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ADDENDUM B

Power Requirements

Detailed power lequirements were not readily _vailable for most mining and

extraction techniques, although it is clear from processing power requirements

alone that a large t?ower supply will be required for the entire mining and proc-

essing operation.

ADDENDUM C

Problem Areas

A number of sp,!_cific problem areas requiring new or continuing research

efforts became apparent at the meeting. They are:

1. Heat rejectiov, above and below the lunar surface

2. Possible lunm excavation techniques, including the laser and plasma jet

3. Surface and subsurface transport vehicles

4. Lubrication in a vacuum

5. The practicability of obtaining large amou_ats of electrical power from

solar energy

6. Pressure, temperature and composition variables acting in dehydration

7. Efficiency of transferring heat to subsurface ore deposits by radiation or
conduction

8. Weight of all equipment now developed or in the development stage, such

as power supplies, electrolysis, and liquefaction equipment

9. Usefulness of "back-pack" solar furnace or other crude water-extraction

systems for early Apollo flights

10. The practicability and design parameters of a solar furnace to operate in
the lunar environment

11. The feasibilit T and rate vs power requirement of chemical extraction

12. Problems involved in direct electrolysis of ic,_ and/or water in an under-

ground environment

13. Lunar surface and subsurface geology
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ADDENDUM D

Names and Addresses of Attendees

Lt. Colonel William C. Athas

Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Washington 25, D. C.

Mr. Fanning M. Baumgardner

Office Chief of Engineers
EUGMC-ED

Washington 25, D. C.

Mr. Percy H. Bliss

Rand Corporation

Santa Monica, California

Dr. George W. Brindley

College of Mineral Industries

Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania

1/Lt. (Dr.) Robert T. Todd, Jr.

Hq AFCRL, OAR, (CRZEL)
L. G. Hanscom Field

Bedford, Massachusetts

Mr. Arthur Fowle

Arthur D. Little, Inc.
20 Acorn Park

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Mr. James Gangler
National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Washington 25, D. C.

Dr. Peter E. Glaser

Arthur D. Litre, Inc.
20 Acorn Park

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dr. Jack Green
North American Aviation

Space and Information Systems Division

Downey, California

Dr. Roy McCutchan

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Manned Spacecraft Center

Space Environment Division

Houston, Texas

Dr. John W. Salisbury

Hq AFCRL, OAR, (CRZEL)
L. G. Hanscom Field

Bedford, Massachusetts

Mr. H. M o Schurmeier

Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Pasadena, California

Mr. Howard Segal

Sperry Utah Company
322 North and 21st West

Salt Lake City, Utah

Professor Reynold Q. Shotts

University of Alabama
Box 1466

University, Alabama

Mr. Fred L. Smith

Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation

Golden, Colorado
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ADDENDUM E

Names and Addresses of Organizations Known to

be Competent in the Area of Lunar Mining

and Processing

Aerojet General (Contact Dr. B. Keilin)
Azuza, California

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

(Contact Dr. Salisbury)
L. G. Hanscom Field

Bedford, Massachusetts

Amoco Chemical Company (Contact Mr. Proell)

Seymour, Indiana

Arthur D. Little, Inc. (Contact Dr. Glaser)
20 Acorn Park

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Callery Chemical Company (Contact Mr. B. B. Carr)

Callery, Pennsylvania

College of Mineral Industries (Conta,i_'t Dr. Brindley)

Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania

Colorado School of Mines Research Foundation

(Contact Mr. F. L. Smith)
Golden, Colorado

Martin-Marietta Corporation (Contact Mr. H. S. Zahn)

Martin Company

Space Systems Division

Baltimore, Maryland

Materials Technology Department

(Contact R. W. Jones, D-134)

Hughes Aircraft Company

Cuh,er City, California

Northrop Corporation (Contact Dr. E. Azmon)
Hawthorne, California

Space and Information Systems Division

(Contact Dr. Green)
North American Aviation

Downey, California

Sperry Utah Company (Contact Mr. Segal)
322 North and 21st West

Salt Lake City, Utah

Southwest Research Institute (No contact)
San Antonio, Texas
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